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The cooperative movement, like other phases of business, has had both 
good and bad periods in its development. Many cooperatives have enjoyed con-
siderable success from their beginning, only to fall by the wayside later on. 
The cooperatives have some inherent advantages over private business, yet 
they must recognize that they also may have some disadvantages. The success 
of a cooperative is not due to the advantages it may have, but rather, how 
effectively and efficiently it utilizes these advantages. 
Of the various types of cooperatives, the local unit is the most vital 
to a progressive cooperative movement. One could say it was the "grass roots" 
of the entire movement. There are small single unit local cooperatives, large 
multiple unit cooperatives, and all the varying degrees between these types. 
Mere size is no indicator of the degree of success. Each is an important 
part of the whole of cooperative endeavor. 
Purpose of the Study 
The study is essentially a study of the cost structure of the Farmers 
Cooperative Association of Hobart, Oklahoma. Costs of the association were 
studied as they related to departmental operations, station operations, season-
al variation, and as to the fixed and variable nature of the costs. The 
business operations were analyzed for a three year period to determine the 
relationships among the factors making up the balance sheets and operating 
statements for the association as a unit. The growth and historical informa-
tion is for the purpose of a better understanding of the association as it is 
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at the present time . 
.1ethod of Procedure 
The first section of the study is based on information secured from 
interviews with Mr. Dan Diehl, Oklahoma Extension Service, who was familiar 
with the organization of the association, and Mr. Sid Barnes, the present 
manager . Also, the minutes book of the meetings of the association's board 
of directors was utilized. 
The sect ion on the financial analysis is based on information taken 
from the annual audit books of the association for the years 1946, 1947, and 
1948. The informat ion expressed in the combined balance sheet was obtained 
by adding together the balance sheets of the three years . The aging of ac-
counts receivable was taken from the 1948 audit book. The combined operating 
statement was obt ained by combining the 1946, 1947, and 1948 operating state-
ments . 
The cost study of the association utilized several sources of informa-
tion. First, the cost analysis of the departments, wheat and side lines, is 
based on estimates made by the manager . These estimates pertained to the 
amount, expressed as a percent, that each department accounted for of each 
cost item. The annual audits were utilized to obtain the total amount of 
the individual cost items . The cost analysis of the stations was based on 
mat erial secured from the annual audit books, and estimates of Mr . Barnes, 
the manager. Some of the expense allocations to the stations were based on 
sal es volume, and some of the allocations were taken direct from the annual 
audits . The analysis of the seasonal costs utilized cost data secured from 
the monthly trial balances for the years 1947 and 1948. The seasonal cost 
data for 1946 was obtained by calculaling the average percentage, by months 
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for 1947 and 1948, that each cost item was or its total. This percent fig-
ure was multiplied against the total of its particular cost item for 1946. 
This method was used because there was no seasonal cost material available 
in 1946. The fixed and variable cost percents were estimates. These esti-
mates were based on the type of cost item, its relation to the associations 
operations, the nature of the cost over one year's operation and its flexi-
bility. These percent estimates were applied against the total cost item 
to get the actual amount of fixed and variable cost. The same procedure of 
estimates was utilized in the fixed and variable analysis of the association 
as a unit, the departments, and the stations. 
The interest expense has been recalculated for the association on the 
theory of opportunity costs. The method used in doing this was to calculate, 
from the balance sheet, the amount of money invested by the association in 
facilities, commodities, and operating capital. To these divisions were 
applied the interest r ates used by The Bank for Cooper atives on facility, 
commodity, and operating loans. These r ates were 4, 2f, and J percent re-
spectively. The assumption made was that the association could have had 
this interest return on their investment if they had loaned t heir investment 
r ather than investing in the f acilities, commodities, and operating capital 
which they had. The interest figure which the association paid that was 
listed in t he annual audit, was omitted. 
CONDITIONS SURROUNDING DEVELOPMENT OF THE ASSOCIATION 
Kiowa County was opened for settlement in 1901. From the very beginning 
agriculture, and particularly the growing of wheat , was the dominating in-
fluence in its rapid development. In the late 20 1 s and early 30's, due to 
unfavorable conditions, wheat gave way to cotton in the order of import nee, 
but since the early 30 1 s wheat has gained steadily until it now occupies a 
position of major importance in the future prosperity and welfare of the 
county. 
During and shortly after World War I, when wheat was then the leading 
agricultural commodity in the county,fair and adequate marketing facilities 
became a leading problem in this particular area. Discriminatory practices 
existing in the market as fostered by private grain dealers led to the or-
ganization of the Farmers Cooper ative Association of Hobart, Oklahoma, in 
December 1919. The events leading up to this development are described in 
the following report taken from the 1919 annual Report of Dan Diehl, Dis-
trict Agent, of the Oklahoma Extension Service: 
O. W. Talley is county agent of Kiowa County and as county agent 
has in t he past year shipped 200 cars of feed into Kiowa County to 
the farmers at actual cost. This alone has saved the farmers about 
$40,000.00 and has made it possible for them to save many a head of 
good breeding stock. Mr . Talley has been active in gett ing the 
farmers to take up the breeding of registered stock and his county 
has made rapid gains the past year in good livestock. In early 
days Kiowa County planted about three- fourths of her land in cotton, 
50 percent in small grains and the rest in grain sorghum and other 
crops. Last year about 75 percent of all cultivated lands were 
sown in wheat, the yield was large and very few of the farms had 
any place to store the grain and most of the tenants , who represent 
about 50 percent of the farmers in the Southwest District, were 
forced to sell at the time of threshing . The grain dealers have 
t aken advantage of the situation and bought the wheat below the 
market price from ten cents to forty-five cents a bushel. Mr. 
Talley has had a number of farmers to ship their own wheat and the 
least any one made was sev nteen cents up to forty-two cents per 
bushel. On the ninth day of December, 1919 the elevators were 
paying 1.70 to $1.90 per bushel for No. 54 test wheat at Hobart, 
Oklahoma. On this same day Mr . Talley loaded and shipped tv10 
cars of 54 test wheat selling it f.o.b. Hobart at $2 .25 per bu-
shel. Mr . Talley also called the council of defense to investi-
gate prices paid by local grain dealers. The result was a number 
of grain dealers' licenses were revoked and others are still being 
investigated. The grain dealers have become alarmed and are now 
offering to pay a rebate on wheat they had bought so low. This 
has not fooled the farmers and on the tenth day of December, Mr. 
Talley called a meeting of farmers at Hobart. The result was 
more than 200 farmers were present and organized the Farmers 
Cooperative Association of Hobart. They capitalized at $25,000. 00 
and elected their officers and will proceed under the new coop-
erative law passed by the last legislature to handle all farm 
crops and any other business they shall agree upon. 
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The Farmers Cooperative Association was organized in December 1919. It 
was incorporated at $25,000.00 with stock at ~25.00 par value, and began 
doing business April 1, 1920. The first Board of Directors was made up of 
H. E. Patchin, W. E. Gentry, George Walter Henry, Sam Standifer, and E. M. 
Smith. The elevator and fixtures were purchased from the Nelson Brothers 
at a price of $12,500.00. The initial purpose in mind at the time of organi-
zation was wheat marketing entirely, but a side line of coal and feed was 
included from the very beginning. 
Mr. O. W. Talley, who had been instrumental in shoving up the discrimi-
natory pr actices existing in other buying agencies, became the first manager 
of the organization. According to non-recorded information supplied by Dan 
Diehl, who was District Extension Agent during this period and who also 
played an important part in the initial organization, the Cooperative made 
a net profit of $11,500.00 in the first 40 days of operation. However, due 
to price cutting tactics, and other trade practices carried on by private 
grain dealers in the area the following season, the organization realized a 
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net loss of better than $6,000.00. This put the Association in a very bad 
financial position. The Cooperative had maintained the good will and coop-
eration of the merchants of the city of Hobart due to the trade brought into 
the area as a result of its operations. Therefore, the merchants deemed it 
good business to aid the Association in any possible way. Consequently 
they bought stock in the Association in order to give it the financial 
assistance it needed to carry on. This enabled the Cooperative to continue 
in business and under new management of C. E. Gentry, it began to gain 
gradually in financial strength. 
Growth~ History 
The growth of the association has been reasonably steady and consistent. 
Only in its first few years of existence was it really in financial trouble. 
One of the main reasons the association has prospered as it has, is that it 
succeeded in establishing good will among both rural and urban people from 
the very first. The splendid reputation enjoyed by the association has en-
abled it to come through crisis where others might not. The association 
expanded from the original Hobart station to include stations at Babbs, 
Cold Springs, Komalty, and Roosevelt. The association is now one of the 
largest cooperatives in the state. From the beginning of a net loss in 
savings to the members, the association has expanded until a net savings of 
over $92,000 was made in 1948. 
The history of the growth of the association has been steady and free 
of many of the fluctuations that ofien accompany a growing business . After 
the associations beginning in 1919, two elevators were added before 1925. 
These stations were the Komalty and Babbs stations. The elevators at Cold 
Springs and Roosevelt were secured in 1943. The addition of these two 
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elevators completed the group of stations making up the present association . 
Throughout the history of the association the growth has been consistent. 
During the depression period of the 1930 1 s, the cooperative actually pros-
pered and gained in financial stability. ~he association was able to pay 
an 8 percent dividend on stock, and a 2 percent patronage dividend during 
the 1930's. 
The present manager, Mr . Sid Barnes, took office in 1938. At this time 
a new program of expansion was inaugurated. One of the first steps was the 
erection of a new elevator at Hobart to replace the old elevator. The yea:r 
1944 saw construction of a new elevator at Komalty. New elevators were 
built at both Babbs and Roosevelt in 1947, At this time the capital stock 
of the association was increased from $50,000 . 00 to $200 ,000.00, to be di-
vided into 8000 shares of $25 .00 par value . 
Commodities Handled 
The commodities carried by the association have greatly increased in 
amount and kind since the beginning of its operations. Originally organized 
to market the members' wheat , this remains the primary function of the entire 
association. In fact, three of the five stations of the cooperative handle 
only wheat. These stations being Babbs, Komalty, and Cold Springs. These 
stations remain open only during the wheat harvest period. 
The Roosevelt and Hobart stations are very similar in their organization 
and operation. Like the three other stations, the primary commodity handled 
is "1heat. However, the importance of the sideline sales has greatly in-
creased in recent years for both stations. These stations, in addition to 
wheat, handle produce, feed and seed, coal, and a line of appliance and hard-
ware items. 
The produce department is equipped to handle cream, eggs, lolool, and 
poultry. The importance of this service has greatly increased in recent 
years. The farm supply stores of' Hobart and Roosevelt have met with favor-
able response from the members. The stores at both stations showed a rc~pidly 
increasing sales rate. 
Physical Facilities 
'rhe growth of the physical plant of the association has not been carried 
on in a hit, or miss manner. .At the present time there are ntU11eTous services 
offered to the members, and plans are under\,my for neu expansion. The most 
important service is, of course, wheat handling. A distribution of the 
association's elevator capacity is as follows: 
Hobart . .18,500 bushels 
Babbs .20,000 bushels 
Komalty . . .lf3,500 bushels 
Cold Springs . •. 7,000 bushels 
Roosevelt • •• 75,000 bushels 
A new 150,000 bushel elevator at the Hobart station is nearing completion 
and will be used in the 1950 wheat harvest. In addition to the wheat eleva-
tors, the association has adequate .facilities for its sideline endeavors. 
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COMBINED BALANCE SHEET FOR 1946, 1947, 1948 
The balance sheet of a business is a report which presents a picttn'e of 
its financial condition at a specified time in terms of dollars and cents. 
It is an answer to three basic questions: 
1. How much capital is used in the business? 
2. For what purpose is the capital used in the business? 
J. From what sources does the business obtain its capital: 
For this analysis the current assets, fixed assets, and other assets 
will be utilized. On the liability :;;ide the current and fixed liabilities, 
and the total net worth will be used. 
ASSETS 
Assets are items which represent value and are owned by the association. 
The assets -of the association are made up of current assets and permanent 
assets. Current assets are composed of receivables, dividends receivable, 
inventories, investments, and prepaid insurance. These assets are relatively 
liquid in nature and more available to the· business in emergencies than are 
permanent assets. Permanent assets are made up of buildings and equipment, 
fixtures, and sundry equipment. Generally these assets are not in a liquid 
form and in the event of forced disposal, they have a relatively small resale 
value. 
Current Assets 
The current assets consist of cash on hand, receivables trade, dividends 
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receivable, and inventories. The cash on hand of the organization during 
the three years studied amounted to an average of 4.41 percent of the total 
assets (Table 1). The cash to current liabilities ratio three-year average 
was .66 percent which compares favorably with the standard of .2 percent to 
1 set up for organizations of this type. 1 (Table 3) However, for the years 
1946 and 1947, this ratio was only . 09 percent and .08 percent respectively 
which was considerably below the standard. During these two years the cash 
amounted to only 2 . 99 percent and 3.54 percent respectively of total assets . 
This was a low percentage for a company doing this volume of business. In 
1948, the amount of cash increased nearly 100 percent where it presented a 
more than satisfactory cash to current liabilities ratio. 
Receivables 
The receivables include accounts receivable-trade, wheat advances re-
ceivable, interest receivable, sales contracts receivable, and accrued stor-
age receivable . Of these items the accrued storage, wheat advances, and 
trade accounts constitute the major part of the receivables. In 1946, the 
receivables were 4.49 percent of the total assets (Table 1). In 1947, the 
receivables accounted for 10.24 percent of the total assets, and in 1948, 
they were 9 .13 percent of the total assets. However, in these last two 
years the sales volume tripled, increasing at a much faster rate than did 
the receivables. The standard ratio established for receivables to current 
assets for organizations of this type is 40 percent or less. 2 In 1946, the 
ratio was 11 percent and in 1947 and 1948 the ratio was 21 percent (Table J). 
1 
R. M. Green and V. M. Rucker, ~arketing Problems of Farmers' Elevators 
in Kansas, p. 11. 
2 
~-, p. 19. 
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However, an analysis of the aging of accounts receivable-trade, indicates 
a trend that could become a danger point. During the last five years the 
amount of trade receivables outstanding has steadily increased in the ac-
counts of 3-12 months age, and accounts over one year (Table 2). The total 
amount of credit outstanding was higher in 1948 than at any time in the last 
five years. The percentage of increase in total accounts receivable-trade 
in 1948 over 1947 was 28.82 percent . 1948 was 18.97 percent higher than 1947 
in accounts under three months . It was 26.21 percent higher in accounts 3-12 
months of age, and 1948 was 84.48 percent higher than 1947 in accounts over 
1 year of age . 
As the economic conditions begin to decline the tendency will be for 
more credit to be asked for and required . All too often the cause of business 
failure has been poor credit and collection policies. It would be advisable 
to keep a close observation on the credit trend and use agressive collection 
methods to insure stability of t he organization. 
Dividends Receivable 
The amount of dividends receivable is based upon the volume of business 
done with the Union Equity Cooperative of Enid, and the success of the 
operations of Lhe Union Equity for each year. The amount of dividends re-
ceivable has increased in each of the years studied . This is primarily a 
result of the association marketing a larger volume of wheat each year 
through the Union Equity. The percent, which dividends receivable account 
for, of the total assets was 7 . 83 percent in 1946, 7.95 percent in 1947, and 
7.38 percent in 1948. The three-year average was 7.70 percent. The decline 
in percent in 1948 is a result of the association's total assets increasing 
at a faster rate than did dividends receivable . 
Under 3 ·1onths 
3-12 fonths 
Over 1 Year 
Table 1. Annlysis of Accounts Receivable -- Trade for the 
Farmers Coop rative Association, from 1946 through 1948 
IncreHse Increase 
or or 
1946 Decrease 1947 f'ccrease 
Amount Percent Percent Amount Percent Percent 
~7,743.7~ 69 . 69 27.07 1"5 ,647.31 51.35 1 ~.97 
2/~75 .62 25.1q 40.q9 4,051.73 37.20 26.21 
492.17 l~ . li3 142.21 1,192.05 10.95 ~4 -48 
11,111.57 100.00 10,931.09 100.00 2R.82 
SOURCE: Annual audit of the Association for 1943. 
Comparative Accounts Receivable - Trade 
Year Under 3 Mo . 2-12 Mo. Over 1 Yr. 
194~ '5 ,647 .Jl 4,051.72 $1,192.05 
1947 7,743.78 2,o//5.62 492.17 
1946 5,202.03 2,047.32 16'3.~:') 
1945 2,646.19 636.69 226.83 
19/+li- 4,64~.27 68J.24 157.03 




.. 6,71~.49 47.~8 
5,113.72 JG.45 
2,199 .10 15.67 
14,031.31 100.00 
Total 







One of the most important functions of management is to keep inventories 
fresh and within reason of the business operations. Inventories have con-
stituted the largest single portion of current assets throughout the period 
stunied. Inventories accounted for an average of 24.02 percent of the total 
assets for the period studied. In 1946, inventories amounted to 26.75 per-
cent of the total assets. The amount of inventories increased substantially 
in 1947, however, the percent of total assets increased only slightly to 
27.14 percent. The total assets of the association were increasing at ap-
proximately the same rate as inventories increased in 1947, causing only a 
slight increase in the percent inventories were of total assets . Inventories 
declined substantially in 1948. The percent which inventories accounted for 
of the total assets declined to 19.28 percent. Factors causing the percent-
age decline were a smaller actual amount of inventories and an increase in 
the amount of total assets. The actual amount of inventory was kept as low 
as possible to prevent loss in the event or price declines. 
Other Assets 
other assets is composed of investment s, unexpired insurance, and mis-
cellaneous assets. Other assets has made up a substantial portion of the 
association's total assets during the period studied, remaining fairly stable 
in amount . The three-year average of other assets was 15.27 percent of the 
total assets (Table 1). The range was from 13.20 percent to 16.83 percent, 
the amount increasing only slightly during the three-year period. 
Investments 
The investments of the association compose the bulk of the other assets 
section of the balance sheet. Investments are composed of United States War 
Bonds, investments in the Union Equity, Consumers Cooperative Association, 
Quint County Cooperative, and the Enid Cooperative Creamery Association . 
Also stock in the Wichita Bank for Cooperatives and stock in the Consumers 
Cooperative Locker Association. Of these investments the largest portion, 
over 50 percent, is with the Union Equity Cooperative Exchange. The invest-
ments of the association averaged 14.24 percent of the total assets for the 
three-year period. There was only a small variation for the individual 
years, but the trend was toward the increasing of the amount of investments 
of the association. 
Unexpired Insurance~ Miscellaneous 
The unexpired insurance accounted for only a small portion of the 
total assets. The average percent of the total assets for the three-year 
period accounted for by insurance was . 94 percent . There was an increase 
each year in the amount spent for insurance but it was of little consequence 
due to the importance of insurance. Miscellaneous items included secm-ity 
deposits and other types of deposits on equipment, accounting for only . 09 
percent of the association's total assets. 
Permanent Assets 
The items falling into the permanent assets classification constitute 
the largest single portion of the total assets. Permanent assets is made 
up of real estate, buildings and equipment, furniture and fixtures, trucks, 
grinding and mixing equipment, produce equipment, and sundry equipment. The 
amount of permanent assets increased in each of the years studied. However, 
the percent which permanent assets accounted for of total assets varied con-
siderably. In 1946, permanent assets accounted for 44.74 percent of the 
total assets. Permanent assets increased approximately 10,000.00 in value 
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in 1947, accounting for J6 percent of the total assets. The decline in per-
centage is a result of the total assets of the association increasing at a 
faster rate than the permanent assets increased . In 1948, permanent assets 
increased substantially, accounting for 40.08 percent of the total assets. 
The value of the association's permanent assets was approximat ely 4J,OOO.OO 
greater in 1948 than in 1946. However, the amount of the total assets in-
creased at a faster rate, causing the permanent assets to account for a 
smaller percent of the total assets in 1948 than in 1946. 
Buildings and Equipment 
Buildings and equipment constitute the majority of the permanent assets. 
The three-year average of the buildings and equipment was J0.86 percent of 
the total assets . However, the percentage accounted for by buildings and 
equipment has dropped steadily during the three years. In 1946, buildings 
and equipment accounted for J8 . 77 percent of the total assets. In 1948, 
only 26.77 percent of the total assets is attributable to buildings and 
equipment . The principle reason for the decline of the buildings and equip-
ments percentage of total assets is the substantial increase in the associa-
tion's total assets over the three year period . Actually, the dollar value 
of the buildings and equipment has steadily increased during this period. 
Other Permanent Assets 
The other items constituting permanent assets , real estate, furniture 
and fixtures, trucks, sundry equipment, produce equipment, and grinding and 
mixing equipment compose less than 10 percent of the association ' s total 
assets. With the exception of the produce equipment, real estate, and sundry 
equipment, the other items make up less than 1 percent each of the total 
assets. 
LIABILITIES 
A liability is a debt owed by the business. They are generally divided 
into two groups current liabilities and fixed liabilities. Current lia-
bilities are those debts which arise out of current operations of the business 
and which are generally discharged by use of current assets. A common char-
acteristic of current liabilities is the short maturity date, usually JO to 
90 days and seldom more thanayear. Fixed liabilities are those which fall 
due at a time which is more than one year. 
Current Liabilities 
The current liabilities are made up of payables, loans, accruables, and 
dividends payable . The current liabilities accounted for an average of 
36.23 percent of the total assets during the period 1946, 1947, and 194 
(Table 1). The r atio of the current assets to current liabilities is 1.2 to 
1 for the three-year period (Table 3). Compared with a standard ratio for 
this classification, which is 2 to 1 for this type of organization, it seems 
as if the current liabilities might have been slightly above the normal. 3 
Payables and Accruables 
Of the total current liabilities, the payables and accruables accounted 
for only J .56 percent for the three-year period. The payables constitute 
the majority of this, amounting to 2.88 percent of the current liabilities. 
Loans 
Loans constitute the largest single item of current liabilities . In the 
three-year period studied they amounted to an average of 20.07 percent of 
3 Ibid., p . 10. 
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the association's tot al assets . As the associat ion has expanded considerably, 
the amount of loans from the Wichita Bank for Cooperatives has increased . 
I n 1946, the loan amounted to $61,000 . 00 making up l B.55 percent of the to-
t al assets (Table 1). The amount of loans steadily increasing to , 99 , 90~ . 00 
in 1948 , amounting to 21.07 percent of the total assets . The vari ation in 
the percentage of total asset s accounted for by loans i s small. Ranging 
from l B.55 percent to 21 .0? percent, a difference of 2 .52 percent. This in-
dicates the value and assets of the busines s has increased in proportion to 
the amount of loans outstanding . 
Dividends Payable 
This item composes next to the l argest portion of current liabilities . 
Dividends payable is mad e up of divident checks payable, 4 percent interest 
on stock payable, and partonage refund s payable. There is considerable 
fluctuation in the total dividends payable due to the variation in the amount 
of business done. In the year 1946 , the amount of money available as divi-
dends was $3B,046.00 which was 11 . 57 percent of total assets. The following 
year sales increased approxi mately one-third. This caused an increa se in 
the dividends payable amount of over 100 percent. The amount being $85 , 824 . 00 
which accounted for 19 .77 percent of the association's total assets . In 1948, 
the ·sales of the organization were off over one-third of the previous year's 
sales, causing a decline i n the dividends payable to only 8 .34 percent of 
the total assets . 
Fixed Liabilities 
Fixed liabilities arc composed of one item which is a mortgage payable 
to the Wichita Bank for Cooperatives . The amount is qui te var i able from 
year to year. In 1946, which was the peak year studied for loans , the loan 
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payable was $35 , ~75. 00 accounting for 10.91 percent of the total assets . 
The following year the loan outstanding amounted to $22 , 287.00 or 5.14 per-
cent of the total assets . In 1948, the loans outstanding were larger in 
amount than either of the other two years. However, the association's total 
assets were substantially greater so the loans accounted for only 8 .13 percent 
of the association's total assets (Table 1). A standard ratio of fixed as-
sets to fixed liabilities for organizations of thi s type is 2 to 1 .4 The 
three-year average ratio of this association is 5 to 1, indicating there is 
no over financing of the association (Table J). 
NET WORTH 
Net worth is composed of capital stock, reserves, and surplus. The 
capital stock authorized in 1946, was $50,000 .00 divided into 2,000 shares . 
In 1947, the authorized capital was increased to $200 ,000.00 divided into 
8 ,000 shares. This accounted for the increase in the percentage of total 
assets the capital stock accounted for. In 1946, the capital stock outstand-
ing amounted to 19 .18 percent of the total assets (Table 1). In 1947, after 
the increase in the amount of capital stock authorized, the capital stock 
amounted to J6.04 percent of the total assets. This represented a dollar in-
crease in capital stock outstanding of approximately $93 ,000. 00 in the space 
of only one year . This is an indication of the respect for the association's 
operations, which the people of that area had. In 1948, there was a leveling 
off of the capital stock outstanding. There was approximately $750 .00 worth 
retired . 
4 Ibid., p . 19. 
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The reserves are composed of member equity credits-local, member equity 
credits-Union Equity, and a reserve for educational purposes. The local mem-
ber equity credits make up the largest portion of the reserves, although the 
reserve equity in the Union Equity is nearly as large. The reserve for edu-
cational purposes is small, being set up for the annual and educational 
meetings held by the association. The amount of reserves varied considerably 
during the period studied. This variation may be accounted for by the dif-
ferences in the local member equity. In 1946, the reserves accounted for 
27 . 98 percent of the total assets (Table 1). However, in 1947, the reserves 
fell to only 5.87 percent of the total assets. The difference being in a 
much smaller local member equity for that year . In 1948, the reserves in-
creased to 14.71,percent of the total assets . The surplus is composed of 
the surplus reserve fund and donated surplus. The surplus reserve fund is 
cumulative and constitutes the most of the surplus. It is the amount left 
each year after the patronage refunds payable and the 4 percent interest on 
stock payable have been de ucted from the net earnings. The surplus of the 
association has increased in each of the years studied . The three-year average 
percentage of the surplus was 10.49 percent of the total assets . The range 
was from 10. 34 percent of total assets to 10.66 percent of the association's 
total assets . The cause of the relatively stable percenta ,e amount of sur-
plus is that the total assets have increased approximately the same percentage 
amount as did the surplus. 
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Table 2. Combined Balance Sheet of the Farmers Cooperative Association 
from 1946 through 194S 
1946 1947 1948 
Percent Percent Percent Three :Percent 
A"Ilount of Amount of Amount of Year of 
Total Total Total Average Total 
Assets Assets Assets Assets 
Assets: 
Cash 9 /~24.2;:, 2.99 $ 15,J71+.71 J. 51~ 29,315.99 6.19 l '3,171.64 4.41 
Receivable 11.., 775. 90 4.49 44,432.79 10.24 43,253.66 9.13 34,154.11 S.28 
Dividends Receivable 25,763.72 7.83 34,500.00 7.95 35,000.00 7.38 31,754.57 7.70 
Inventories 87,953.97 26.75 117,Sl4.6l 7.14 91,405.70 19.28 99 ,058.09 24.02 
Current Assets 138,317.Sl 42.06 212,122.11 41.~ 204,380.35 43.09 184,940.09 44.84 
Other Assets 43,408.31 13.20 65 ,6SS.24 15.13 79,719.24 16.8.3 62,961.93 15.27 
Investments ,~1,486. 58 12.61 60,379.20 13.91 71...,329,32 15.67 58,731.70 14.24 
Unexpired Insurance 1,S9 .73 .58 4,559.75 1.05 5,145.29 1.08 3,867.92 .94 
Others 23.00 .01 749.23 .17 314.63 .OS 362.28 .09 
Permanent Assets 147,137.90 44. 71. 156,270.55 J6.00 190,096.49 40.08 164,501.64 39.S9 
Real Estate 6,019.00 1.83 6,039.00 1.39 6,039.00 1.2q 6,0J2.3J 1.46 
Buildings and Equipment 127,506.00 JS.77 127,390.92 29.35 126,904.JO 26.77 127,267.07 J0.86 
Furniture and Fixtures 2,960.32 .91 3,750.66 • '36 4,694.22 .99 3,801.73 .92 
Trucks 2,649.49 .81 5,108.68 1.18 4,311.79 .92 4,023.32 .98 
Sundry Equipment 4,547.~ 1.33 10,748.75 2.48 11,915.41 2.52 9,070.70 2 .20 
Grinding and Mixing 3,044.87 .93 2,836.09 .65 l/!70.10 .40 2,583.68 .63 
Produce Equipment 410 35 .12 396./~5 .09 756.22 1.59 521.00 1.26 
Total Assets J2~ 1 S64.02 100.00 434,080.90 100.00 474,266.08 100.00 412,403.60 100.00 
Liabilities: 
Payables 3,782.23 1.15 11,750.32 2.71 20,119.1.~ 4.24 11, 'l~J .91 2.8<3 
Loans 61,000.00 l · • 55 8'7 , 4(X) . 01) 20.13 99 ,908.93 21.07 82,769.64 20.07 
Accru.ables and Reserve 7<38.49 .24 53.10 .01 280.53 .68 
Dividends Payable 31,046.34 11.57 85, <32/~. l.J 19.77 39,564.78 q_34 54,473.41 13.21 
Current Liabilities lOJ,617.06 31.51 184,974,45 42.61 159,645,99 JJ.66 149,412.50 36.23 
Fixed Liabilities 35,875.73 10.91 22,28'7.47 5.14 31, 57(,.00 8.lJ 32,246.40 7.82 
Total Liabilities 139,492.79 42.42 207,261.92 '~7. 75 193 ,2?1. 99 41.80 131,658.90 44.05 
Net Worth: 
Capital Stock 63,076.84 19.18 156,453.20 36.04 155,679.67 32.83 125,069.90 30.32 
Reserves 92,013./~9 27.9$ 25,472.~ 5.87 69,~07.JO 14.71 62,431.20 15.14 
Surplus 34,280.90 10.42 41.,892 .96 10.34 50,557.12 10.66 32,243.66 10.1~9 
Total Net Worth 189 ,J71.2J 57.58 226,~18.98 52.25 276,044.09 58.20 230,744.76 55.95 
Total Liabilities and 
Net Worth 32~,864.02 100.00 434,0~0.98 100.00 474,266.03 100.00 412,403.60 100.00 
SOURCE: Annual audits of the Association, from 1946 through 194<3, 
Table 3. Selecterl Financiol Ratios of the Farmers Cooperetive Association, 
From 1946 through 194~ 
1946 191+7 19Lk8 
Current Assets to 
Current Liabilities 1.3 to 1 1.1 to 1 1.3 to 1 
Cash to 
Current Liabilities .09 to 1 .0°! to 1 1. '! to 1 
Percent Receivables are of 
Current Assets 11% 21% 21% 
Fixed Assets to Fixed 
Liabilities /._ to 1 7 to 1 5 to 1 
Cost of Sales to 
Total Sales .97 to 1 .95 to 1 .96 to 1 




1.2 to 1 
.66 to 1 
18% 
5 to 1 
.96 to 1 
CO~IBINED OPERATING STATEMENT FOR 1946, 1947, 1943 
The operating statement is a summarized report of the transactions or 
the business for a specified period or time. Its function is to tell brief-
ly the pertinent facts relative to the results achieved from operation or the 
business. The pertinent points brought out by the operating statement are: 
1 . The voltnne of sales for the period 
2. The cost of sales 
J. The costs of operating the business 
4. The amount of non-operating income and expenses 
5. The net earnings of the business as a unit 
Sales 
The volume of sales for the association was a substantial amount during 
the years studied. The total amount of sales of the association in 1946, 
was $2 ,368, 373.00 (Table 4) . The wheat sales accounted for approximately 
78 percent of the total sales in this year. In the following year, 1947, 
the sales of the association increased substantially, as a result of a larger 
wheat crop and the addition of new sideline facilities, to . 3,207,042.00. 
The wheat sales increased at a faster rate than did sideline sales in 1947. 
The following year , 1948, the associations total sales declined to 
$2 , 013,984.00. While the association handled more wheat in 1948 than in 
1947, the price was lower resulting in a decline in wheat sales of slightly 
over one million dollars. Also, the sideline sales declined substantially 
in this year . The three year average of the association's total sales was 
$2 ,529,~00, which constitutes one of the leading sales records for Oklahoma 
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farm cooperatives. 
Gross Operating Earnings 
Gross operating earnings represent the difference between sales and 
cost of sales. They also represent the margin above cost, which the associa-
tion charges to meet expenses. Factors helping to determine this margin 
amount are competition, operating costs, and the type of product being sold. 
The margin for the association increased in each of the years studied. This 
is a result of the added sideline business, which customarily carries a high 
mark-on, and the gener al, overall greater costs of doing business . Gross 
operating earnings accounted for 4.63 percent of sal es in 1946, 5.44 percent 
in 1947, and 6.66 percent in 1948 (Table 4). 
Operating Expenses 
The cost of the operating expenses has increased in each of the years 
studied. In 1946, operating expenses were $96,939,50, which accounted for 
4 ,09 percent of the association's sales. Operating expenses increased to 
$134,777 .93 in 1947, accounting for 4 .20 percent of the sales. This increase 
in operating costs in 1947 was caused by a general overall price increase in 
many of the operating items and by some expansion in the firms business 
operations. Also, the larger sales volume in 1947 contributed to the in-
crease in operating costs. Operating expenses increased further in 1948, 
amounting to $138,763.60, which accounted for 6.79 percent of the associa-
tion's sales. The sales amount was down substantially in 1948, however, the 
volume of goods handled were greater in 1948 than in 1947, The price structure 
of goods sold was lower in 1948. This actual increase in goods handled helped 
to bring about a further increase in the operating expenses. 
Salaries and wages are the major operating expense item. For the three 
year period salaries and wages accounted for 1.7 .47 percent of the total 
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operating expenses (Table 5). Salaries and wages were one of the chief fac-
tors causing the rise in the total operating expenses in each of the three 
years. Other major operating expenses are depreciation, interest, and taxes. 
These costs combined with the salaries cost compose approximately 70 percent 
of the total operating expenses . These costs all increased in each of the 
years studied as a result of the expanded physical facilities of the associa-
tion. The remainder of the expense items, which are insurance, utilities, 
telephone and telegraph, repairs and supplies , advertising , truck, and ad-
ministrative and selling, tend to be of a smaller amount and more variable, 
or dependent upon sales volume. The depreciation , taxes, and interest tend 
to remain constant in amount regardless of the association ' s sales volume. 
Other Income and Other Deductions 
The source of other income is from the dividenrs paid to the association 
by the Union Equity Cooperative Exchange and the Consumers Cooperative Asso-
ciation. A small amount of income is also earned on rental of a seed drill, 
cement mixer, and interest on United States Savings Bonds. The dividends 
received by the association are the result of the amount of business done 
by the associ ation with the Union Equity Cooperative Exchange and the Consum-
ers Cooperative Association during the year, and the success of the operations 
of these orbanizations. The relationship between other income and sales in-
creased slightly in each of the years studied . In 1946, other income amounted 
to l . Jl percent of the sales, increasing to 1.40 percent in 1947 and 2 .lS 
percent in 1948 (Table 4). The increase in percentage in 1948 is a result 
of a greater proportionate decline in the association's sales than in other 
income. Actually, other income was approximately $BOO less than the preceed-
ing year. The elements comprising other deductions are cash short and loss 
on sale of permanent isset s. During the three year period other deductions 
accounted for only .01 percent of the association's sales. 
Net Earnings 
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The net earnings are an indicator of the success of the operations of 
the association. From the net earnings, the partonage dividends are paid the 
members and the surplus fund of the association is built. The net earnings 
for the association have fluctuated considerably. In 1946, the net earnings 
amounted to $45,286.20, which accounted for 1.91 percent of the sales. In 
1947, net earnings nearly doubled to 84,170.59 accounting for 2.62 percent 
of the association's sales. This large increase was a result of a much larger 
volume of sales in both wheat and sidelines, with operating expenses increas-
ing at a relatively slower rate. In 1948, net earnings declined to t J9,47J.4n, 
accounting for 1.96 percent of the total sales. The decline is due to a de-
cline in price of wheat and a smaller volume of sideline sales. Also, the 
cost of labor and supplies was higher in 1948, causing the operating expenses 
to increase. The combination of these two factors caused the net earnings 
to decline to the lowest point for the period studied. 
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Table 4, Combined Opernting Statements of the Farmers Cooperative Association, 
from 1946 through 194'1 
1946 19/;t. 7 l 'z/~8 ,: 
:Percent- :Percent-: :Percent- Three :Percent-
Amount :age of Amount aee of JI.mount age of Year age of 
Sales Sales S,,les Average Sales 
Sales t 2,.361,.373.72 100.00 ( 3,207,042.32 100.oo $2, 01.3, (; 14,// 3 100.00 2,529,800.17 100.00 
Cost of Sales 2,293,941.14 06.86 J,060,137,32 95,42 1, w~o, '391. 93 96,37 2,431,656.?S 96.12 
Other Operating 
Income 35,197.73 1.49 27,395.31 .36 61,159.65 J. 0.3 l+l , 244 • '39 1.6.3 
Gross Operating 
Earnings 109,630.31 /p 6.3 171 .. ,300. 31 5.44 134,252.20 6.66 139,394.27 5.51 
Operating Expenses 96,939.50 4,09 131.,777,93 /1,20 134,763.60 6.79 12.3,493,6~ 4.83 
Net Operating 
Earnings 12,690.gl 5.36 39,522. J fj 12.32 L .. , 511.L.O 2.21+ 47,701.79 1J39 
Other I ncome 3.3 ,375. :B 1.31 44,7(;9.33 1.40 1+3, 9q4. 10 2.18 /~0,720.02 1.60 
Other Deductions 7'10.4.9 .04 151.17 .01 0 0 310.55 .01 
Net Earnings L.5,2'36.20 1.91 ~4,170.59 2.62 39,473,40 1.96 56,310.06 2.23 
SOURCE: Annual audits of the Association, from 1946 through 194'3. 
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Table 5. Relationship of Individual Cost Items to Total Operating Expenses 
fro::i 1946 tl rough 194 3 
Three Yeor Average Percent-
lS,46 1947 194q Average age of Total 
(Dollars) (Dollars} (Dollars) (Dollars) Operating Costs 
Salaries and Wages 45,930.24 64, ?33. 01+ 65,207. J'i 5'3.62J.62 47.47 
Depreciation 9,757.63 11,001.80 13,62~.05 11,462 ./i-9 9.28 
Insurance and Bonds 5,560.70 5,412. 3/i- 3,235.89 6,403.14 5.18 
Interest 10,21g.62 12,971.91 14,2<32.72 12,491.08 10.12 
Taxes 4,467.34 5,192.65 7,538.12 5,732.70 /.,.64 
Utilities 2,791.54 3 ,4/il •. Sl 3,01,4.13 3,095. ,<34 2.51 
Telephone and Telegraph 1,727.96 2,234.84 2,05S.6J 2,007 .14 1.63 
Repairs and Supplies 4,567.51 6,965.47 7,599.17 6,377 .38 5.16 
Advertising 2,261.30 3,q76.90 4,975.06 3,704.J..2 J.00 
Truck 1,209.95 2,14S3.ll 2,ll2.8q l,S32J.65 1.43 
Administrative and Selling ~,439.71 16,795.56 10,081.33 11,772.20 9.53 
SOURCE: Annual audits of the Association from 1946 through 1948. 
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DEPARTMENT COST ANALYSIS 
Introduction 
For the purposes of analyzing the departmental costs, the association 
was divided into two departments , wheat and sidelines. All of the associa-
tion's stations sell wheat and incur wheat costs. The expenses of the wheat 
department consist of all expenses attributable to wheat sales at all five 
stations. The sideline department is made up of the farm supply store, feed 
and seed, produce, alfalfa seed, and coal. The expenses of these departments 
have been combined and labeled sideline expenses. 
The Hobart and Roosevelt stations have sideline departments. The three 
remaining stations have only a wheat department. Originally, the association 
was established as a wheat marketing association. The sideline department 
has been added and expanded to meet the needs of an increasing membershi p . 
Salaries and Wages 
The salaries and wages figure consists of the manager's salary and com-
mission, office salaries, store salaries, operating labor, and other commis-
sions. This cost item is the largest single cost item of the association, 
accounting for slightly less than one-half of the association's annual total 
costs. The wheat department accounted for 35 percent of the salaries and 
wages cost and the sideline department was responsible for 65 percent. The 
sideline department does not lend itself to mechanization, as a result, the 
labor requirements are greater. The wheat department is mechanized to a 
considerable amount, which allows the labor cost to be reduced to a minimum . 
In each of the three years studied, the total amount of the salaries 
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and wages item accounted for by the wheat department was substantially less 
than the comparable figure for the sideline department. In 1946, the salaries 
and wages item was $16,075.00 for wheat and $29,854.00 for sidelines (Table 
6). In 1947, the wheat department had $22 ,656.00 in salaries and wages, 
while the sideline department increased to $42,076.00. A similar pat·tern 
existed in 1948 when the wheat department sal aries and wages cost item amounted 
to 22,822.00 while the sideline depart ment had 42,384.00 in salaries and 
wages (Table 6). This increase in the total salaries and wages amount in 
1947 may be explained by the much greater volume of wheat and sideline business 
in 1947 as compared to 1946. While this volume of business declined in 1948, 
the general wage level was up, thereby tending to increase the salaries and 
wages amount in 1948. The portion of the total cost of handling a bushel of 
wheat accounted for by sal aries and wages was quite stabl e throughout the 
period studied . In 1946, salaries and wages amounted to 1 .7 cents per bushel 
handled, 1.8 cents in 1947, and 1.7 cents in 1948 (Table 7). Salaries and 
wages were the largest single cost item per bushel of wheat handled . 
The cost per dollar of wheat sal es and per dollar of sideline sales 
showed the sideline department had a much higher salaries and wages cost 
than did the wheat department. In 1946, the sal aries and wages cost per dol-
lar or wheat sale was • 9 cent as compared to the similar figure for the s i de-
line department, of 5 cents per dollar of sideline sales . In 1947, the portion 
of the cost per dollar of wheat sal e accounted for by salaries and wages re-
mained constant at . 9 cents, while the similar figure for the sideline depart-
ment increased to 6 . 2 cents per dollar of sideline sales. In 1948, the 
salaries and wages cost 1.5 cents per dollar of wheat sales and 8 .4 cents 
per dollar of sideline sales. Sideline salaries increased in 1947, as a re-
sult of more sideline services being offered and the generally higher wage 
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level. Also, the volume of sideline sales was greater, causing a need for 
more labor in the sideline department. The large increase jn salaries cost 
per dollar of wheat sales in 1948 is due exclusively to a much smaller dollar 
amount of wheat sales in 1948. The amount of salaries paid, as a result of 
the operations of the wheat department, was approximately $200.00 greater in 
1948 than in 1947. The increase in the cost of salaries per dollar of side-
line sales is a result of the substantial decrease in sideline sales in 194~. 
The amount of salaries paid, as a result of the sideline operations, was 
approximately $200 . 00 greater in 1948 than in 1947, while the decrease in 
sideline sales was approximately $11, 000.00. 
The portion of the total costs accounted for by salaries and wages re-
mained fairly stable as a percent of the total costs for the three-year 
period. The percent of the total yearly costs accounted for b~ salaries was 
47.38 percent jn 1946, 48.02 percent in 1947, and 46.99 percent in 1948 
(Table 8) The slight rise in 1947 may be attributed to the large wheat crop 
in that year and the increase in sideline activities . The decline in the 
percent of salaries and wages of the total in 1948 may be attributed to the 
greater relative increase in the other cost items. The costs of salaries 
and wages for the sideline department have steadily increased and are much 
greater than the similar cost for wheat . The sideline activities do not lend 
themselves to the economies of volume, as does wheat . Too, the sideline de-
partment has steadily expanded its activities, necessitating greater costs. 
Depreciation 
The depreciation total is composed of the amounts of depreciation on all 
of the fixed asset s of the association . Of the various fixed assets, the 
elevators account ed for the greatest portion of the total depreciation figure. 
The depreciation was divided evenly between the wheat and sideline departments. 
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The value of the fixed assets used by the sideline department is not as great 
as is the value of the fixed assets used in the operation of the wheat de-
partment. However, the rate of depreciation is greater, generally, for the 
fixed assets of the sideline department . The combination of these factors 
tend to equalize the amount of depreciation between the t wo departments . 
The amount of depreciation increased in each of the years studied. 
The cost of depreciation was $4,878.00 in 1946, for the wheat and sidelin 
departments. The cost of depreciation increased to $5,500 . 00 for both de-
partments in 1947. This increase in 1947 is almost entirely due to new 
equipment at the Hobart station. In 1948, the depreciation cost increased 
to $6,814.00 for each department. A large portion of this increase is a re-
sult of a new elevator and equipment at the Cold Springs station in 1948. 
The portion of the total cost of handling a bushel of wheat accounted 
for by depreciation was stable throughout the period studied. In 1946, 
depreciation cost .5 cents per bushel handled, decreasing to . 4 cents per 
bushel in 1947, and rising to .5 cents per bushel in 1948 (Table 7). This 
decrease in depreciation cost of .1 cent per bushel handled in 1947 may be 
explained by the extra large volume of wheat handled in this year with the 
depreciation increasing at a relatively slower rate. 
The cost of depreciation, per dollar of wheat sales, and per dollar of 
sideline sales, showed a substantialJy higher cost attributable to sideline 
sales. In 1946, the depreciation cost per dollar of wheat sales was .3 of 
one cent. This similar figure for a dollar of sideline sale was .8 of one 
cent. In 1947, the depreciation cost per dollar of wheat sale increased to 
.4 of a cent. The depreciation cost per dollar of sideline sale remained 
at . ~ of a cent. The depreciation cost per dollar of sale increased for both 
wheat and sideline departments in 1948. The cost to the wheat department 
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increased to .5 of a cent, while the depreciation cost to sidelines jumped 
to 1.4 cents per dollar of sale. This steady increase in depreciation costs 
of the sideline department over wheat is partially due to the added number 
of sideline facilities, but is principally due to the much larger volume of 
wheat sold than sideline sales. There was approximately three times as many 
dollars of wheat sold as there were sidelines in 1948. 
The percent of the total yearly expenditures accounted for by deprecia-
tion was 10.06 percent in 1946, 8.16 percent in 1947, and 9.82 percent in 
1948 (Table 8). The fluctuation is partially due to increased depreciation 
costs, but mainly as a result of the fluctuations of the association ' s total 
expenditures. These total expenditures were much greater in 1947 than in 
1946, and they were greater in 1948 than in 1947. 
The depreciation cost to the association has increased steadily through-
out the period studied . The amount of the fixed assets of the association 
have greatly increased in that period. They have increased from $147,139.00 
in 1946 to $190,096.00 in 1948. The fixed assets used in the sideline de-
partment, such as grinding and mixing equipment, depreciate at a much faster 
rate than do those used in the wheat department . 
Insurance 
The insurance total consists of prepaid insurance on all of the physical 
facilities of the association such as buildings, machinery, commodities, and 
trucks. Included in this prepaid insurance amount is a policy giving complete 
coverage to all employees of the association. This policy constitutes ap-
proximately one-fifth of the total prepai d insurance amount. 
The total prepai d insurance amount increased during the period studied. 
The total insurance amounted to $5,560 . 00 in 1946, to $5,412.00 in 1947, and 
$8,235.00 in 1948 (Table 6) . This increase in prepaid insurance in 1948 may 
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be partially attributed to the increased insurable facilities at the beginning 
of 1948, 
The portion of the total cost of handling a bushel of wheat accounted 
for by insurance was quite stable for the three-year period. In 1946, in-
surance cost ,3 cent per bushel handled decreasing to . 2 cent per bushel in 
1947 and rising to .3 cent per bushel in 1948 (Table 7). This decrease in 
insurance cost of .1 cent per bushel handled in 1947 may be explained by the 
extra large volume of wheat handled in this year. 
The cost of insurance per dollar of wheat sales and per dollar of side-
line sales showed a substantially higher cost attributable to sideline sales. 
In 1946, the insurance cost per dollar of wheat sale was .2 cent. This simi-
lar figure for a dollar of sideline sale was .5 cent. The insurance cost 
per dollar of wheat sale decreased to .1 cent in 1947, and the cost per dollar 
of sideline sale decreased to .4 cent in the same year. This decrease is a 
result of a greater sales volume for both departments. The insurance cost 
per dollar of sale increased for both wheat and sideline departments in 1948. 
The cost to the wheat department increased to .J cent, while the insurance 
cost to sidelines increased to .3 cent per dollar of sale. This increase in 
insurance costs per dollar of sale in 1948, is a result of a much smaller 
sales volume for both departments and an increased amount of prepaid insurance 
on hand. 
Insurance costs are the same amount for the sideline department as they 
are for the wheat department. This was necessary because of the numerous 
buildings used by the sideline departments, the trucks, and the greater num-
ber of employees in the sideline departments. As a result of the sideline 
department incurring the same amount insurance costs as the wheat department, 
and the sales volume of the sideline department being much less than that of 
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the wheat department, the cost of insurance per dollar of sale tends to be 
much greater than the similar cost for wheat. 
The percent of the total yearly expenditures accounted for by insurance 
was 5.73 percent in 1946, 4.02 in 1947, and 5.94 in 1948 (Table 8). This 
increase in 1948 is due to the increased total prepai d insurance cost of 1948 
over 1947. The decrease in insurance cost in 1947 i s due to the much greater 
total costs of the association in 1947 over 1946. Actually the prepaid in-
surance amount is approximately the same for these two years. 
Interest 
The interest cost is composed of all of the interest paid by the asso-
ciation. The interest cost was broken into interest on facilities, interest 
on commodities, and interest on operating capital. From the total of these 
three interest classifications, the interest earned by the association was 
subtracted giving the interest total for the association . 
The interest amount has increased in each of the years studied. Start-
ing from an amount of $10,218.00 in 1946, for the total interest figure, the 
interest increased to $12,971 in 1947, and 14,282 in 1948 (Table 6). All 
three of the interest classifications have increased in the peri od studied. 
The interest on operating capital has increased more than either commodity 
or facility interest for both wheat and sidelines . In 1948, the commodity 
interest amount decreased from the 1947 amount for both wheat and sidelines. 
In all three years, the interest on facilities constituted the largest portion 
of the total. This is because of the much larger amount of principal needed 
in the construction of physical facilities. 
The portion of the total cost of handling a bushel of wheat accounted 
for by interest was stable throughout the period studied. In 1946, interest 
cost .5 cent per bushel handled, decreasing to .4 cent per bushel in 1947, 
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and rising to .5 cent per bushel in 1948 (Table 7). This decrease in interest 
cost of .1 cent per bushel handled in 1947 may be explained by the much larger 
volume of wheat handled in this year over 1946. The actual interest cost was 
larger in 1947 over 1946. 
The cost of interest per dollar of wheat sales and per dollar of side-
line sales showed a substantially higher cost attributable to sideline sales. 
On the period studied, each year the interest cost for sidelines was higher 
than for wheat. The principal reason being the much larger interest cost on 
commodities. The items making up the sideline department often had to be 
kept for long periods of time necessitating added interest costs. In 1946, 
the interest cost per dollar of wheat sale was .J cent. The similar figure_ 
for a dollar of sideline sale was .9 cent (Table 7). In 1947, the interest 
cost was .2 cent for wheat and 1 cent per dollar of sideline sale. The in-
terest cost to both departments increased in 1948 to .5 cent for wheat and 
1.4 cent per dollar of sideline sale. This steady increase in interest costs 
of sideline over wheat is partially due to the added nlll!lber of facilities. 
The interest on facilities constituted one-half the total interest cost for 
both departments. However, the big difference is in the commodity interest 
which was approximately fifty times greater for the sideline department over 
the wheat department in 1948. Too, the volume of sales is much greater for 
wheat than for sidelines. 
The percent of the total yearly expenditures accounted for by interest 
was 10.55 percent in 1946, 9 .63 percent in 1947, and 10.29 percent in 1948 
(Table 8). This variation in 1947 under 1946 is due to the much greater 
total expense of the association. The actual interest cost was approximately 
$2,500. 00 greater in 1947 than in the previous year. In 1948, the interest 
cost increased approximately ~2,500 . 00 over 1947, thereby increasing the 
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percentage of the total expenditures accounted for by interest. 
The interest cost to the association has increased steadily throughout 
the period studied. The physical facilities have increased, the volume of 
commodities handled has increased, and the need for operating capital has in-
creased. As the organization expanded its operations, the interest costs 
expanded with it. The sideline department has led in the added interest 
costs. The commodity interest cost has increased markedly in the sideline 
department over the wheat department. However, the sideline department in-
terest cost remained practically constant in 1948, while the wheat department 
interest cost increased substantially over 1947. This was due to the much 
greater interest on operating capital in the wheat department . 
Taxes 
Taxes are composed of the corporation license, social security tax, un-
employment tax, ad valorem tax, use tax, and excise tax. Of these taxes the 
ad valorem or property t ax accounted for approximately two-thirds of the 
total t ax cost. The unemployment and social security were next in order of 
cost, with corporation licenses and excise tax following that order. 
The t ax cost has increased in each of the years studied . Starting from 
an amount of 4,467.00 in 1946 for both wheat and sidelines, the tax cost 
increased to 5,192.00 in 1947, and $7 ,538. 00 in 1948 (Table 6). This in-
crease is due to the added facilities of the association in 1947, and parti-
cularly 1948, The ad valorem tax increased approximately 75 percent in 1948 
over 1947, The new facilities constructed in 1947 first appeared on the 1943 
t ax rolls. This single tax item accounted for virtually all of the total t ax 
increase in 1948 over 1947. 
The portion of the total cost of handling a bushel of wheat accounted 
for by taxes was stable in 1946 and 1947, increasing ,1 cent per bushel 
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handled in 1948. The cost of taxes per bushel of wheat handled in 1946 and 
1947 was .3 cent (Table 7). The tax cost per bushel of wheat handled in-
creased to .4 cent in 1948. This increase may be attributed to the increased 
ad valorem ta.x cost to wheat in 1943. 
The tax cost per dollar of wheat sale and per dollar of sideline sale 
showed a slightly larger cost attributable to sideline sales. The tax cost 
was apportioned 65 percent to wheat and 35 percent to sidelines. This is 
due to the much larger ad valorem t ax on the wheat elevators. Since wheat 
carries a higher portion of the tax cost the difference jn costs between the 
wheat and sideline departments is not as great as was in some of the other 
cost items. In 1946, the tax cost was .2 cent per dollBr of wheat sale as 
compared to .J cent per dollar of sideline sale. In 1947, the tax cost was 
.1 cent for wheat as a result of a larger amount of wheat sales, and .3 cent 
for sidelines. In 1948, the tax cost to wheat increased to .3 cent per dol-
lar of wheat sale while the cost per dollar of sideline sale increased to 
.5 cent (Table 7). This increase for both departments is mainly the result 
of the much higher ad valorem tax. The cost to sidelines still running 
above wheat due to the :nuch smaller volume of sales. 
The percent of the total yearly expenditures accounted for by taxes 
was 1 • • 61 in 1946, 3. <:35 in 1947, and 5 .43 of the total in 194g (Table ~). 
The fluctuations are due to increased tax costs and also to the variation 
of the association's total expenditures particularly in 1947 over 1948. 
The increase in 194~ is largely due to the tax cost increase in that year. 
The tax cost to the association has increased steadily throughout the 
period studied . The amount or the taxable assets of the association has in-
creased thereby raising the ad valorem tax substantially. Also, the un-
employment and social security truces have increased as more workers lo@Ve 
hired to handle the add itional sales volume. 
Utilities 
3g 
Utilities are composed or ,.rater , gas and electricity. The total utili-
ties expense was divided with 70 percent of the cost going to the wheat de-
partment and JO percent of the total going to the sideline department. Much 
of the wheat equipment for the associat ion i s powered by electricity, which 
constitutes the ma jor portion of the utility total . 
The utility cost has tended to vary directly with the fluctuations of 
the wheat volume handled by the a s sociation. In 1946 , the total utilitie s 
cost was $2 ,798 .00 (Table 6). The cost increased to $3,444 in 1947, de-
creasing to t.J,044.00 in 194S. The wheat business for 1947 was much greater 
than in 1946, accounting for the add ed utility cost in 1947. When the wheat 
volume in 1948 declined, the utilities cost to the associat ion declined. 
The portion of the total cost of handling a bushel of wheat accounted for 
by utilities fluctuated with the amount of wheat business . In 1946, the 
cost was .2 cent per bushel hand led, decreasing to .1 cent in 1947 , rising 
to . 2 cent in 194 (Table 7). 
The utility cost per dollar of wheat sale and per dollar of sideline 
sale was .1 cent per dollar of wheat and per dollar of sideline sale in both 
1946 nd 1947, In 1948 the cost of utilities per dollar of sideline sale 
remained at .1 cent while the cost per dollar of sideline sale increased to 
. 2. This increase in the utility cost per dollar of sideline sale is due to 
the substantial decrease i n the amount of sideline sales in 1948 . The actual 
amount of utility cost to the sideline department was greater in 1947 than 
in 1948. 
The percent of the total yearly expendi.tures accounted for by utilities 
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was 2 .1~ percent in 1946 , 2. 56 percent jn 1947 , and 2.19 percent in 194~ 
(Table ~). This percentage decr ease is due to the increasing amount of t he 
association' s total expenditures as compared to the more stab]e utility 
cost . The actURl a~ount of utilities as greater in 1947 than either 1946 
or 1948 . Too , the actual amount was greater in 194. than 1946 . 
The utility cost varies directly with the wheat volume of the a ssocia-
tion. This i s due t o the extensive use of electricity in the wheat e l evators. 
The percentage of the association' s total expenditure s accounted for by 
utilities has decr eased steadily in the period studied . This may be attri-
buted to the total expenditures of the association ri sing steadily and at a 
faster rate t han have been the utilities costs . 
1elephone and Telegraph 
The telephone and t elegr aph cost item is made up of the total telephone 
and tel egr aph cost to the association . Much or the business , especially 
wheat selli ng , i s transacted by Lel ephone. This is especi lly noticeable 
during the harvest months . The total of the telephone and telegraph cost 
was divided half nd half bet ween the heat and sideline depart ment s . 
The t elephone and telegraph cost has tended to vary with the variations 
in the total sal es of the associat i on . In 1946, t he telephone and telegraph 
cost 1-ras ;1,727 .00. The cost increa sed to $2 ,2J4 in 1947, decreasing to 
<1!2 , 058 .00 in 1948 (Table 5). The wheat sal es for 1947 were much greater 
than in 1946, accounting for most of the Added telephone and tel egraph cost 
i n 1947 . !hen the wheat sal es decreased in 194:3 , the telephone c,nd telegr aph 
cost declined sli ghtly . However, in 1 4~ the sideline f acilities were greater 
than they had been previously . These added sideline facilit i es tended to 
keep the t elephone and telegraph cost up . 
The portion of t..be total cost of han lin a bushel of .wheat accounted 
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for by telephone and telegraph remained constant for the period studied. 
In 1946 the cost was .1 cent per bushel handled . This cost was .1 cent in 
1947 nd 1948 (Table 7) . 
The telephone and telegraph cost per dollar of wheat sale and per dol-
l ar of sideline sale was . 1 cent per dollar of wheat and sideline sale in 
1946. The telephone and telegraph cost per dollar of wheat sale declined 
to . 05 cent in 1947. This decrease is due to the large volume of wheat sold 
by the association in 1947. The actual amount of telephone and telegraph 
cost was greater in 1947 than in 1946. The cost remained at .1 cent per 
dollar of sideline sale in 1947. In 1948, the cost was .1 cent per dollar 
of sale for both the wheat and sideline department s . 
The percent of the total yearly expenditures accounted for by telephone 
and telegraph as 1.7 percent in 1946, 1.66 percent in 1947, and 1.4g per-
cent in 1943 (Table 8) . This percentage decrease i s due to the increasing 
amount of the association's total expenditures as compared to the more stable 
telephone and telegraph cost. 
The volume of the wheat sales has a positive effect on the amount of 
telephone and telegraph cost. Too, the added sideline f acilities have tended 
to keep the telephone and telegraph costs up when the wheat sales volume de-
clined . The percent age of the association's total expenditures accounted 
for telephone and telegraph decreased in ea.ch of the year s studied, although 
the actual amount of telephone and telegraph expenditure increased. This 
is a result of the proportionally greater increase in the association's total 
expenditures in each or the years studied . 
Repairs and Supplies 
The repairs and supplies cost item is made up of the elevator repairs 
and "1t1.interumce, the upkeep on the sideline facilities, and the supplies 
used in their operations. The repairs and supply total was divided with 60 
percent of the cost going to the wheat department and 40 percent of the total 
going to the sideline department . The repairs and maintenance on the grain 
elevators constitute the largest portion of the repairs and supply cost item. 
Also wheat suppli es are more costly than sideline suppli es . 
The repairs and supplies cost amount has increased in each of the years 
studied. In 1946, the total repairs ano supplies cost was $4,567 . 00. In 
1947, the cost increased to 6,965.00, rising to $7,599 . 00 in 194~ (Table 6). 
The business of the association has increased making necessary more repairs 
and supplies needed . In the year in 1947, the wheat repairs and supplies 
cost increased substantially as a result of the increase in the volume of 
wheat handle • As sideline facilities expanded in 1948, they added to the 
total repair and supply cost. Too, the volume of wheat handled increased 
further in 1948. 
The portion of the total cost of handling a bushel of wheat accounted 
for by repairs and supplies was .J cent per bushel of wheat handled in 1946 
and 1947 {Table 7). The cost increased to .4 cent per bushel of wheat handled 
in 1948. This increase in 194S is attribut able to the generally higher price 
level over 1947. Too, the volume of wheat handled was greater in 1948. 
The repair and supplies cost per dollar of wheat sale and per dollar 
of sideline sale was .2 cent per dollar of wheat sale in 1946 and 1947. The 
cost per dollar of sideline sale was .J cent in 1946 and . 4 cent in 1947. 
In 1948, the cost of repair and supplies per dollar of wheat sale in 1948 
increased to .J cent and to . 6 cent per dollar of sideline sale . This in-
crease for both departments is due to the higher price levels in each of the 
succeeding years. The difference between the cost per dollar of sale between 
the departments is a result of the much greater sales volume of the wheat 
department over which to spread the cost. 
The percent of the total yearly expenditures ac counted for by repairs 
and supplies was 4 .72 percent in 1946, 5.17 percent in 1947, and 5.4~ per-
cent in 194q (Table 3). The actual amount of expenditure for repairs and 
supplies also increased in these years, as a result of a greater volume of 
wheat handled and sideline endeavors. 
The repairs and supply cost increased during each of the years studied . 
This increase was partially due to the added facilities of the associ ation. 
Also it was due to the generally higher price level in each of the three 
years. This cost item tends to fluctuate directly with the volume of business 
done by the association. As volume of wheat handled increased throughout 
the period, it had a positive effect on the amount of repairs and supplies 
needed. 
Advertising 
The association uses advertising extensively in its sales operations . 
The sideline departments bear the heaviest portion of the advertising cost. 
Ei ghty percent of the advertising total is used by the sideline department. 
The farm supply store accounts for the largest portion of the sideline ad-
, 
vertising . Also, the produce and feed and seed departments advertise con-
siderably. The wheat department does relatively little advertising, account-
ing for 20 percent of the total advertising cost. 
The total advertising cost has increased substantially dtu'ing the period 
studied. In 1946, the advertising cost was 2,261.00. The cost was $3 ,S'76 .00 
in 1947 increasing to $4 ,975.00 in 1948 (Table 6). This increase in advertis-
ing i s a result of increasing sideline operations within the association . 
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The portion of the total cost of handling a bushel of wheat accounted 
for by advertising was . 05 cent in 1946, increasing to .1 cent per bushel 
of wheat handled in 1947 and 1948 (Table 7). The total advertising cost was 
increased approximately 1,600 . 00 in 1947 and approximately 1,100.00 in 
1948. 
The adverti s ing cost per dollar of wheat sale was . 05 cent in 1946 and 
1947. The same cost for sideline sales was .3 cent in 1946, rising to .5 
cent in 1947. In 1948 the cost per dollar of wheat sale was . 1 cent and for 
sidelines was .7 cent. The sideline department advertising cost was running 
well above wheat advertising cost because of the heavy advertising program 
utilized by the sideline department . The farm supply store was added at 
Roosevelt in 1947 and more advertising was used on both of the farm supply 
stores. 
The percent of the total yearly expenditures accounted for by advertis-
ing was 2.JJ percent in 1946, 2 .• 88 in 1947, and 3.59 in 1948 (Table 8) . 
This shows the increasing amount spent on advertising, which is increasing 
in percentage faster than is the total expenditures of the associ ation. 
The Hobart Cooperative Association uses advertising extensively in its 
sales operations . Advertising accounts for a substantial portion of the 
cost of sideline sale s . All of the si deline facilities utilize advertising 
with the farm supply stores getting the major portion. Wheat is advertised, 
but not on an extensive basis as is the sideline depart ment. 
!ruck Expense 
Truck expense is made up entirely of truck expense incurred in the 
operation of the sideline depart ment . There is no truck expense incurred 
in the wheat department operation. Only the Roosevelt and Hobart Stations 
have truck expenses. This is because no sideline facilities are present 
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at the Babbs, Komalty, and Cold Springs stations. 
The truck expense has varied directly with the fluctuations of the 
sideline department sales . In 1946, the total truck expense was $1,209.00 
(Table 6). In 1947, this cost increased to $2 ,148.00, decreasing slightly 
to $2 ,112.00 in 194. As the sideline facilities greatly expanded in 1947 
and 1948 over the year 1946, the truck expense increased. When sideline 
sales declined in 1948, the truck expense declined . 
The truck expense per dollar of sideline sale was . 2 cent in 1946 
(Table 7) . In 1947 the truck cost per dollar of sale was .4 cent and in-
creased to .5 cent in 1948. This increase in cost in 1947 is due to the 
increased volume of sideline sales causing the need for more truck usage. 
The increase in truck cost per dollar of sale in 1948 is due to the sales 
volume declining at a faster rate than did the truck expense . 
The percent of the total yearly expenditures accounted for by truck 
·expenses was 1 . 25 percent jn 1946, 1.59 percent in 1947, and 1.52 percent in 
1948 (Table S). These variations in the percenta.ge that truck expenses ac-
counted for of the total expenditures, followed the variations in the actual 
amount of truck expenses. 
The truck expense closely follows the pattern of sideline sales volume. 
This is because the sideline department accounts for all of the truck expense. 
Only two stations in the association incur truck expense . These stations are 
Roosevelt and Hobart . The other three stations offer no sldeline facilities 
to incur truck expenses. 
Administration and Selling 
The administration and selling cost item represents a grouping of the 
minor cost items and cost items that do not occur regularly in the association. 
These cost ite. s are: donations, director's fees, loss on accounts charged 
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off, office expense, produce expense, legal and audit, travel and entertain-
ment, dues and subscriptions, rent paid, annual meeting expense, bank-
exchange, and miscellaneous cost items. The total cost of these items was 
divided half and half between the wheat and sideline departments. 
The administrative and selling total cost has followed the pattern of 
total sales for the association . In 1946, the cost was 1,439.00 (Table 6). 
The cost increased to 16,795. 0 in 1947 as the volume of sales increased 
approximately one-third. The cost declined to 10,081.00 in 1948, as the 
sales decreased to a point below the sales amount of 1946. However , the 
facilities which had been added and expanded in 1947 and 1948 were still con-
tributing to the administrative and sell ing costs. This i s the reason for 
the higher administrative and selling cost in 1948 over 1946 even though 
the association's total sales were less than in 1946. 
The portion of the total cost of handling a bushel of wheat accounted 
for by administrative and selling costs varied considerably. In 1946, the 
cost was .6 cent per bushel handled (Table 7). This cost increased to . 8 
cent per bushel in 1947, decreasing to .5 cent in 1948. The increase of the 
administrative and selling cost in 1947 over 1946 may be expl ained by the 
larger volume of wheat sales in that year which added greatly to adminis-
trative and selling costs. The decrease in the administrative and selling 
cost per bushel o_f wheat handled in 1948 is due to the smaller amount of 
administrative and selling costs. Also there was less bank exchange by ap-
proximately 50 percent and there was no annual meeting expense listed in the 
1948 audit. 
The administrative and selling cost per dollar of wheat sale and per 
dollar of sideline sale was . J cent for wheat and .5 cent for sidelines in 
1946. This cost increased to .4 cent for wheat and . 9 cent for sidelines 
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in 1947. In 1948, the cost to wheat increased to .5 cent and declined to 
.7 cent for sidelines. The portion of administrative and selling costs 
attributable to sidelines tended to vary with the sales volume of the side-
line department . As the sideline sales reached a peak in 1947, so did the 
administrative and selling costs per dollar of sale. When these sales de-
clined in 1948, the cost declined. The actual a.mount of administrative and 
selling cost attributable to wheat was much greater in 1947 than in 1948. 
However, the increase in the cost of .administrative and selling expenses 
per dollar of wheat sale is due to the greater proportionate decline in to-
tal wheat sales in 1948 than the decline in administrative and selling costs 
of that year. 
The percent of the total yearly expenditures accounted for by adminis-
trative and selling costs was 8.71 percent in 1946, 12.46 percent in 1947, 
and 7 . 27 percent in 1948 (Table 8). This increase in 1947 is a result of 
the association's increased total sales volume causing the administrative 
and selling cost to increase . The decrease in 194~, is a result of a de-
cline in the association's total sales allowing a smaller a.mount of admin-
istrative and selling costs, and an increase in the association's total 
expenditures. 
The administrative and selling cost fluctuates to a considerable de-
gree with the association ' s total sales. This cost increases with every 
new facility offered by the association. The sideline department bears a 
high administrative and selling cost per dollar of sale as compared to the 
wheat department . As the association's total sales volume declined in 194g, 
the administrative and selling cost declined at a slower rate. As extra 
selling functions are added to the total business, some of these costs 
tend to become relatively fixed and remain, regardless of sales volume . 
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Table 6. Expense Allocation by Depart~ents of the Farmers Cooperative Association, 
from 1946 through 1948 
1246 12£t7 1248 
Wheat Sidelines Wheat Sidelines Wheat 
Salaries and Wages $16,075.51 29, 85/~. 66 $22,656.57 . ·42, 76.47 $22,822.65 
Depreciation 4,o/72.81 4,'378.S2 5,500.90 5,500.90 6,814.03 
Insurance 2,780.35 2, 7'30. 35 2,706,42 2,706.43 4,117.95 
Interest 4,625.76 5,592.S6 5,633.80 7,333.11 6,907.10 
Taxes 2,903.77 1,563.57 3,375.22 1,'317.43 4,'399 .79 
Utilities 1,95'3.98 '339 , 56 2,L~l.313 1,033,44 2,130.93 
Telephone and Telegraph ~63.98 863.98 J ,117 .42 1,117.42 1,029.32 
Repairs and Supplies 2,740.51 1,827.00 4,179.23 2,7136.19 4,559,50 
Advertising 452.26 1,809.04 775.38 3,101.52 995.01 
Truck F.xpense 1,209.95 2,143.11 
Administrative and Selling 5,301.38 J, 131. 33 10,318.98 6,506.56 6,331.37 
SOURCE: Estimates of the manager. 
Costs of Whea t Sales and Sideline Sales per Dollar of Sales and Costs 
per Bushel of Wheat Handled 
Total Bu. Total Wheat Total heat: Cost/Bu. Cost / ~ :Tota.l Side-
Handled Sales Costs Wheat l·Jhen t :line Sales 
Handled Sales 
1946 957,443 :1 ,770,755.79 $42 ,5'38.J3 .04 .02 \ 597,617.93 
1947 1,256,691 2,523,536.05 58,6'W.J5 .05 .02 683,506.27 
194 1,304,351 1,511,710.62 60,607 .6/~ .05 .04 502,273.% 
Total J,51°>,485 5,~06,002.46 161,~6.J? l,78J,3Cj8.06 
3-Yr. Average 1, 172 , 321. 3 1,935,334,1 53,951.79 .05 .OJ 594,466.02 
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£able 7. Cost of Indi vi u.,_l ~xpense Items per Bushel of rn1e[1t dandled e..nd per Doll ar of ,'heat and 
Sideline 'alts for the iar~ers Cooperative Association, from 1946 through 1948 
1:. lL,.AT 1 46 
BuJhels \'.heat .::.xpense :Cost Bushel of:Cost Dollar of: 0i eline .c:,xpense 
Handled vales Items : \1heat Handled \\beat Sales Sales Item 
(,.cents) (cents) 
1'otal 957,443 1,770,755.79 4~, 588 • .38 4.4 ~.4 597,617.93 54,.351.1..:: 
~alaries and ,ages ll,075.58 1. 7 .9 29,854,66 
Depreciation 4,878,81 .5 .j 4,87B.82 
Insurance and I onds ..::,780 • .35 .J 2,780.35 
Interest i+,62,5,76 .5 .J 5,594.86 
Taxes 2,903.77 .J .~ 1,563.57 
Utilities 1,958.98 .2 .1 839.56 
Telephone and Teleeraph 863.98 .1 .1 863.98 
Repairs and upplies 2,740.51 .3 .~ 1,827.00 
Advertisine 45~.~6 .05 .05 1,809.04 
Truck 1,"'09.95 
Administrative and Selling 5,3J8.J8 . 6 . 3 3,131.33 
Total l,"'56,691 2,5~.3,536.05 
13J[l 
58,680.35 4.6 "'·J 683,506.27 76,397,58 
...,alaries and Hages ""',656.5$ 1.8 .9 4.:.,,)76.47 
.ueprec ia tion 5,500.90 .4 .~ 5,500.90 
Insurance and Bonds 2,7J6.42 .2 .1 2,706.42 
Interest 5,638.8J .4 • 2. 7,JJj.ll 
Truces 3,375,2~ .J . 1 1,817.43 
Utilities :2,411.37 . 2 .1 1,003.44 
'l'elephone and Telegr1"ph 1,117.4"'- .1 l 1.117. 4.2 . -;--
"' Repairs and Supplies 4,179.2B .J -~ ~,786.19 
Advertising 775,38 .1 .05 J,101,52. 
Truck 2,148.11 
Administrative c1nd 0elllng 10,318.98 .8 .4 6,506.56 
1948 
Total 1,304,351 1,511,710.6.2 60,607.65 4.6 1+.o 50..:, -273. 86 78,155,97 
alaries and \,ages .2~,8"'2. 65 l. 7 1. 5 42.,384, 9~ 
Depreciation 6,814.0J . 5 .5 6,814.0"' 
Insurance and Bonds 4,117.95 .J .3 4,117.94 
Interest 6,907.10 .5 .5 7,375.62 
Truces 4,899,79 . 4 .J ..::,638.34 
Utilities "',130,93 .~ . 1 913. 25 
Telephone and elegraph 1, 0..::9. 32 . 1 .1 1,0..::9.Jl 
hepairs and Supplies 4,559.50 . 4 .3 J, 39.67 
A versising 995.01 . 1 .1 J,980.05 
Truck .l,112. 88 
Administrative and .;;ielling 6,331.37 . 5 .5 3,749,97 
uOU CE: Annual audits from 1946 through 1948. 
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Table 8. Percent that Individual Cost Items are of the Total Yearly 
Costs of the Farmers Cooperative .Association, 
from 1946 through 19,4.3 
19'4.6 1947 1948 
Salaries and Wages 4.7. 3g 43.02 46.99 
Depreciation 10.06 8.16 9.82 
Insurance 5.73 4.02 5.94 
Interest 10.55 9.63 10.29 
Taxes 4.61 J.85 s.43 
Utilities 2.gg 2.56 2.19 
Telegraph and Telephone 1. 7.S 1.66 1.48 
Repairs and Supplies 4.72 5.17 5.48 
Advertising 2.33 2.8~ 3.59 
Truck Expense 1.25 1.59 1.52 
Administration and Selling 1.71 12.46 7.27 
SOURCE: Annual audits of the Association from 1946 through 1948. 
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STATION COST ANALYSIS 
Introduction 
The Hobart Cooperative Association consists of five stations. Three 
of the stations handle only wheat and are in operation only during the wheat 
harvest season. These stations are Babbs, Komalty, and Cold Springs. The 
remaining two stations, Hobart and Roosevelt, handle sidelines in addition 
to wheat and are open the entire year . These t wo stations are alike in the 
commodities handled and the services rendered. 
Salaries and Wages 
The salaries and wages cost is the greatest single cost item for the 
association. Salaries and wages constitute approximately 45 percent of the 
association ' s total annual expenditures. In each of the years studied the 
Hobart station had a larger salary and wages cost than did any of the other 
stations. Roosevelt, Komalty, Babbs and Cold Springs followed in order, 
in the a.mount of the total salary and wages cost accounted for by individual 
stations. 
The salaries and wages cost t the Hobart station increased throughout 
the period studied. In 1946, the salary and waees cost was 23 , 299 . 00 at the 
Hobart station (Table 9). This accounted for 49.43 percent of the Hobart 
station's total costs for 1946. In 1947, the salary cost increased to 
$33 ,640.00 at Hobart as a result of the large increase in sales volume, ac-
counting for 49.26 percent of the station's total costs. The salary cost 
increased to f35,1J5 .00 at Hobart in 1948, accounting for 50.31 percent of 
the station's total costs. This slight increase in the salary and wage cost 
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may be due to the generally higher wage level in 1948. Also, the volume of 
goods handled remain nearly as great as in 1947, The station's facilities 
had been expanded, which increased the minimum labor force needed by the 
station to operate, regardless of sales volume . 
The salary and wages cost increased steadily for the period studied at 
the Roosevelt station as a result of a steadily increasing volume of business. 
In 1946, the salary and wages cost was $14 ,270.00 accounting for 46.08 per-
cent of the station's total 1946 costs (Table 9). In 1947, the salary cost 
increased to $19,103.00 accounting for 46,89 percent of the station's total 
annual costs. The increase in salaries in 1947 is a result of the greatly 
increased amount of wheat handled, approximately 35,000 bushels more, and 
the addition of a complete line of sideline facilities. In 1948, the salary 
cost increased sl ightly to $19,373.00. This accounted for 44 .23 percent of 
the total annual costs. While the actual amount of salaries and wages in-
creased in 1948 over 1947 the percentage of the station's total annual costs 
declined in 1948 under that of 1947. The reason for this decline in percentage 
is that the other station costs increased more than did salaries. The in-
crease in salary cost in 1948, is a result of the station doing a greater 
vol ume of business . Approximately, 18,000 bushels more wheat were handled 
in 1948 than in 1947 . Also, the general wage level was higher in 1948. 
The Babbs station, which handles only wheat and is open for a short 
period, has a substantially smaller salary and wage cost than does the Hobart 
and Roosevelt stations . The salary cost in 1946 was 3,157 .00 which accounted 
for 42.70 percent of the station's annual cost . The salary cost increased 
t o $4,375 in 1947 accounting for 44 . 81 percent of the total expenses. This 
increase in cost is due to the much greater volume of wheat handled in 1947 
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than in 1946. In 1948, the salary cost declined to $3,765.00 accounting for 
41.84 percent of the station's total annual cost. This decline in 1948 came 
as the total volume of wheat handled at Babbs was increasing. One of the 
possible reasons for this salary decline in the presence of an increasing 
wheat volume may be that in 1948 many businesses were attempting to economize 
as sales volume fell off. Too, there may have been some economy in operations 
as the volume was increasing. 
Komalty is one of the stations handling wheat only. The salary and 
wage cost at Komalty varied directly with the volume of wheat handled. In 
1946, the salary cost a.mounted to $3,919 • . 0 constituting 44.Jl percent of the 
station's total annual expenditure. In 1947, the salary cost increased to 
$5 ,722 . 00 accounting for 47.21 percent of the total annual cost. This gain 
in salary cost in 1947 is due to the large increase in the volume of wheat 
handled in 1947. Also, the salary cost increased more than did the other 
cost items causing the salaries to account for a larger portion of the total 
costs than in 1946. In 1948, the salary cost declined to $4,46~. 00 , making 
up 44.~0 percent of the annual costs at the station (Table 9). This drop in 
salary cost in 1948 is a result of a much smaller volume of wheat handled in 
1948 allowing less extra l abor costs . 
The Cold Springs salary and wage cost increased substantially in each 
of the years studied. However, the percent of the total expenditure accounted 
for by salaries declined in each of the years studied. The salary cost a.mounted 
to $1,283.00 in 1946, constituting 49 . 33 percent of the total annual cost. In 
1947, the salary cost increased to $1, 90.00 making up 48.99 percent of the 
total costs. The salary cost further increased to 2 ,464. 00 in 1948 , ac-
counting for 39 .94 percent of the total annual costs. The salary cost in-
crease in each of the years may be attributed to the increa se in volume of 
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wheat handled at the Cold Springs station. The wheat handled increased ap-
proximately 95 percent at Cold Springs in 1948 over the previous year. The 
cause of the decline in the percent of the total costs accounted for by sal-
aries anrl wages has been the increasing amounts of the administrative and 
selling costs, interest, and insurance. These increased costs were necessary 
as volume increased. The rate of increase in the salary cost was not as 
great as the rate of increase in the station's total costs. 
Depreciation 
The depreciation cost to the association is one of the largest costs 
to the organization. Depreciation combined with salaries and wages, and in-
terest make up approximately two-thirds of the association's total annual 
expenses. The Hobart station had the largest depreciation cost followed by 
Roosevelt, Babbs, Komalty, and Cold Springs in that order. 
The Hobart station had a depreciation of $4,887.00 in 1946, which ac-
counted for 10. 37 percent of the total station expenses (Table 9) . The de-
preciation expense increased to $5,811 . 00 in 1947, accounting for 8. 51 per-
cent of the total annual costs. The actual a.mount of depreciation cost in-
creased in 1947. However, the percent of the total costs decreased . The 
reason for this decrease in percentage was the much greater total costs 
incurred in 1947 over 1946. In 1948, depreciation amounted to $7 ,237.00 
accounting for 10.36 percent of the total costs. The increase in deprecia-
tion costs in each of the years was due to the increased amount of fixed 
assets added to the station . 
Depreciation costs at the Roosevelt station averaged about one-half of 
the depreciation cost of the Hobart station. The cost of the fixed assets 
at Hobart was substantially above the similar cost at Roosevelt. In 1946, 
the depreciation cost amounted to $2,623.00 at Roosevelt accounting for 
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g_47 percent of the total annual costs. Depreciation expense increased 
slightly to $2 ,848.00 in 1947, accounting for 6.99 percent of the total cost. 
The actual depreciation cost increased while the percent of the total cost 
decreased. This was a result of the relatively greater expanded total annual 
costs. The depreciation cost increased in 1948 to ~3,390 . 00 accounting for 
7.74 percent of the total costs. The increase in 1948 was a result of an 
increase in the total amount of the station's fixed assets, principally the 
new elevator. 
The Babbs station has a greater depreciation cost percentage of the 
total annual expenses than any other station in the association . This is a 
result of a new elevator, which accounts for the major portion of the Babbs 
depreciation cost. In 1946, the deprec i ation expense was $1,047 .00 (Table 
9). This accounted for 14.17 percent of the total costs. In 1947, the de-
preciation increased slightly to $1,184.00 accounting for 12.13 percent of 
the total station costs. Depreciation amounted to t l,186.00 in 1948, which 
accounted for 13.19 percent of the total station costs. The depreciation 
cost at the Babbs station remained relatively fixed during the three years. 
The cost of the fixed assets increased less than two hundred dollars during 
the period studied . 
The Komalty station depreciation cost averaged approximately one hundred 
dollars less than the depreciation cost at the Babbs station . These stations 
are similar in size and operation. The elevator at the Komalty station is 
1500 bushels smaller, this being the principle difference between the two 
stations. Depreciation cost $1,044.00 in 1946 accounting for 11.80 percent 
of the Komalty station ' s total annual costs. Depreciation cost declined 
slightly in 1947 to $995.00 making up 8.22 percent of the total costs. The 
decline in this year is a result of a smaller depreciation cost on the 
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elevator. The decline in the portion of the total costs accounted for by 
depreciation is due to the large increase in the station's total stat i on 
costs in 1947. In 1948, as a result of the addition of new equipment the 
depreciation cost increased to $1,019. 00 accounting for 10.24 percent of the 
total annual costs. 
The Cold Springs station is the newest in the organization and has ex-
panded rapidly . These expansions have increased depreciation costs substan-
tially. The depreciation cost in 1946 was $155.00 making up 5.98 percent of 
the total cost. Depreciation in 1947 cost $161.00 accounting for 4 .18 per-
cent of the total station costs. The following year, 1948, a new elevator 
and equipment was installed. As a result of this increase in fixed assets, 
the depreciation cost increased to $793.00 accounting for 12.86 percent of 
the total costs. 
Insurance 
The insurance is composed of insurance on the buildings of the associa-
tion, the stock therein, the equipment, employees, and trucks. The Hobart 
station has the greatest insurance cost, followed by Roosevelt, Komalty, 
Babbs, and Cold Springs. The Babbs and Komalty stations have approximately 
the same insurance costs. The Hobart and Roosevelt stations may also be 
discussed together. 
Hobart's insurance cost in 1946 was $2 ,292.00 amounted to 4 . 86 percent 
of the total station costs (Table 9). The insurance cost for the Roosevelt 
station was 2,101.00 amounting to 6.79 percent of the total costs at the 
Roosevelt station in 1946. Insurance costs increased at the Hobart station 
in 1947 to $3,297. 00 which comprised 4 .83 percent of the total station 
costs. The increase is a result of more complete coverage on the facilities 
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and more insurable facilities and commodities. The cost of insurance at the 
Roosevelt station declined to $1,335.00 in 1947, which constitutes J.28 per-
cent of the total costs. Insurance costs increased for both stations in 
1948. The insurance cost to the Hobart station amounted to 4,326.00 which 
comprised 6.19 percent of the total costs. Insurance cost at the Roosevelt 
station was 2,589.00 accounting for 5.91 percent of the station costs. The 
increase in 1948, is a result of several of the policies being renewed at 
that time. Also the amount of coverage was increased on some of the fixed 
assets, such as the elevators. 
Insurance at the Babbs and Komalty stations was similar in amount. 
The Babbs station insurance cost in 1946 was $506.00 which accounted for 
6.85 percent of the total station costs. Insurance cost at the Komalty sta-
tion during this period was $518 accounting for 5. 86 percent of the total 
costs. The difference in the percent figures expressed is a result of a 
larger amount of total station costs at Komalty. In 1947, insurance cost at 
the Babbs station amounted to 326.00 comprising J . 35 percent of the total 
costs . Insurance cost to the Komalty stat ion for this period was $31S.OO 
accounting for 2 . 62 percent of the total st ation costs. The decline is due 
to several of the insurance neari ng expiration, thereby reducing the amount 
of prepaid insurance . In 1943, insurance costs increased for both stations. 
The Babbs station insurance cost a.mounted to $426.00, which accounted for 
4 .74 percent of the total st ation cost s (Table 9) . Insurance cost at the 
Komalty station f or thi s period amounted to $436.00 accounting for 4 . 39 per-
cent of t he tot al station costs . The fluctuations in insurance costs at 
these stations is a result of variations in the amount of unexpired insurance 
policies. In 1948, new policies were purchased for the Babbs and Komalty 
stations, causing the unexpired amount of insurance to be greater than in 
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1947, Too, the a.mount of coverage was increased in 1948. 
Insurance cost for the Cold Springs station was ~142 .00 in 1946, account-
ing for 5.46 percent of the total station costs. In 1947, the amount of pre-
paid insurance declined to $134.00 accounting for J.49 percent of the total 
costs. Insurance coverage was greatly expanded in 1948 as .a result of a new 
elevator and equipment, and new policies were purchased increasing the amount 
of prepaid insurance to $456.00. The inslll'ance cost accounted for 7.J9 per-
cent of the total station costs in 1948. 
Interest 
The interest for the association is a calculated amount based on the 
association's fixed assets, inventories, and operating totals. The total 
interest cost was divided among the stations according to the gross earnings 
of the individual stations. Three types of interest make up the total annual 
interest cost. These interest types are facility, commodity and operating. 
The commodity interest cost is for a short period of time and is the smallest 
amount of the three typ~s of loans. The facility interest cost is incurred 
in the construction of new buildings, and makes up the largest portion of the 
total interest cost. 
The Hobart station has the largest interest cost in the association. 
This is a result of the larger amount of gross earnings at Hobart, which was 
the basis for station allocation. The interest cost at Hobart was $J,682.00 
in 1946, accounting for 7.82 percent of the total annual station costs (Table 
9). The interest cost increased substantially in 1947 to $5 ,129.00 accounting 
for 7.51 percent of the total expenses. This increase in 1947 is a result 
of a combination of greater permanent assets, operating capital, and inventory 
in the business. In 1948, the interest cost to the Hobart station further 
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increased to $5,554.00 accounting for 7.95 percent of the station's total 
annual costs. This increase in 1948 is primarily a result of an increased 
amount of permanent assets. 
The Roosevelt station's interest cost increased in each of the years 
studied. This is a result of an increasing amount of business being done 
at Roosevelt, necessitating greater permanent assets, inventory, and operating 
capital. The interest cost at Roosevelt in 1946 amounted to $3,512. 00 ac-
counting for 11.34 percent of t he total annual station costs. Interest cost 
increased to $4,195.00 in 1947, accounting for 10.JO percent of the costs. 
In 1948, interest costs further increased to $4,761 accounting for 10. 87 per-
cent of the annual station costs. The actual a.mount of interest cost was 
greater in 1947 and 1948 than in 1946. However, the percentage of the total 
station costs was greater in 1946. This is a result of a greater proportion 
of increased total station costs in 1947 and 1948 than increased interest 
costs. 
Interest costs at the Babbs station are greater than any other cost 
except salary and waee costs. The interest amount increased in each of the 
years studied as a result of an increasing amount of gross earni ngs. In 
1946, the interest cost amounted to 1 .146.00 accounting for 15.50 percent 
of the total annual station costs (Table 9). In 1947, interest cost in-
creased to $1,317.00 accounting for 13.50 percent of the total costs . While 
the interest amount paid increased in 1946, the percent that interest a.mounted 
to of the total st ation costs decreased. This is a result of a greater pro-
portionate increase of station costs than interest cost. In 1948, the in-
terest cost increased slightly to $1,356.00 accounting for 15.08 percent of 
the total costs. The increase in percent age accounted for by interest is 
due to a substantial decline in the Babbs station total annual costs . 
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Interest cost at Komalty i.s greater than all other cost items except 
salaries and wages. Interest cost during 1946 amounted to $1,505.00 ac-
counting for 17.02 percent of the total station costs. Interest cost in-
creased in 1947 to $1,814.00 as a result of increased gross earnings caused 
by a large sales volume, accounting for 14.97 percent of the total costs. 
This decline in percentage amount is a result of the total costs increasing 
approximately ten times greater than interest cost. In 1948, the interest 
cost declined to $1,649.00 due to a much smaller volume of wheat handled, 
which lowered the gross earnings, accounting for 16.58 percent of the total 
station costs. This increase in percentage accounted for by interest is a 
result of a greater proportionate decline in total station costs than decline 
in interest cost. 
Interest cost increased substantially in each of the years studied at 
the Cold Spring station. The total costs increased and the gross earnings 
increased in each of the years studied. The sales operations have increased 
a greater percent than any other station. In 1946, interest cost amounted 
to $371.00 accounting for l4.JO percent of the total station costs. Interest 
cost increased in 1947 to t514.oo constituting 13.34 percent of the total 
annual costs (Table 9). In 1948, interest cost amounted to $959.00 account-
ing for 15.55 percent of the total costs. As the volume of business increased 
substantially in 1948, new facilities had to be added and more operating 
capital was required. These added costs were responsible for the increased 
interest costs. 
Taxes 
Taxes are composed of corporation license, social security, unemploy-
ment, ad valorem, use, and excise taxes. Of these various taxes the ad 
valorem, or property, is the n1a.jor tax. The Hobart station has the greatest 
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tax cost followed by Roosevelt, Babbs, Komalty, and Cold Springs. The tax 
cost increased each year for each station during the period studied. This 
is a result of expanded physical facilities primarily. 
Taxes at the Hobart station amounted to 12,705.00 in 1946, constituting 
5.74 percent of the total station costs (Table 9). Taxes increased to 
3,248.00 in 1947, accounting for 4.76 percent of the total costs. The de-
crease in percentage of the total costs is a result of a much greater pro-
portionate increase in total costs than tax cost in 1947. Taxes increased 
to $3,927.00 in 1948, accounting for 5.62 percent of the total costs. The 
increase in tax cost ,ach year at the Hobart station is due to increased 
permanent assets, which caused a greater amount of ad valorem taxes. 
The tax cost at the Roosevelt station was substantially below those of 
the Hobart station. The t ax cost at Roosevelt was $1,016.00 in 1946, con-
stituting J . 28 percent of the total station costs. The t axes increased 
slightly to $1,052.00 in 1947, accounting for 2.5? percent of the total costs . 
In 1948, the tax cost increased to $2,307 . 00 for Roosevelt, accounting for 
5.27 percent of the total station costs. The tax increase in 1948 is due 
to the new elevator, which was constructed in 1947, appearing on the 1948 
tax roll . 
Taxes at the Babbs, Komalty, and Cold Springs stations are not as great 
in proportion as taxes at the two larger stations. The amount of permanent 
assets at these stations is much smaller, and too, the workers taxes will 
not be as great. The tax cost at the Babbs station was $J2J . OO in 1946, 
accounting for 4 .38 percent of the total costs. The tax cost for the Komalty 
station was $351.00 accounting for J.98 percent of the total costs in 1946. 
Tax costs for both st ations increased slightly in 1947. Babbs' tax cost 
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amounted to ~389.00 accounting for 3.98 percent of the total costs, while 
Komalty tax costs increased to $421.00 constituting 3.48 percent of the total 
costs. Tax cost increased substantially for both stations in 1948. This 
tax increase is due al ost entirely to an increased amount of ad val orem tax. 
The tax cost to the Babbs station increased to 629.00 accounting :for 7 per-
cent of the total annual station costs (Table 9) . Taxes at the Komalty station 
increased to $541.00 constituting 5.44 percent of the total costs. 
Tl.:i.Xes at the Cold Springs Station are a relatively small cost item. 
The permanent assets amount is small and operations are not so large. Taxes 
at the Cold Springs station were $70 . 00 in 1946, constituting 2 .71 percent 
of the total cost. Taxes a.mounted to $79 . 00 in 1947, accounting for 2.07 
percent of the total annual station costs. Tax cost increased in 1948 to 
131. 00 accounting for 2.13 percent of the total annual costs. The tax in-
crease in 1948 is due to an increased adv lorem tax on the new elevator and 
equipment, which was constructed the previous year. 
Utilities 
The utilities cost item is composed of water, lights, and power. The 
power cost makes up the greatest por tion of the utilities cost. Much of the 
grinding and mixing equipment is operated by electricity. The Roosevelt sta-
tion utilizes electricity extensively and bears the major portion of the total 
utility cost . 
The utilities cost at Hobart tended to change with the volume of business 
done . Utilities cost $702.0 in 1946, accounting for 1 . 49 percent of the 
total costs (Table 9). With an increase in business volume in 1947, the 
utilities cost raised to $864 . 00 constituting 1 . 27 percent of the total costs. 
Utilities cost declined in 1948 to 761 . 00 making up 1.09 percent of the total 
annual station costs. The amount of utilities used fluctuated relatively 
little as compared to the station's sales volume. The amount of electricity 
used in the feed grinding and mixing accounted for the largest portion of 
the variation. Most of the utilities cost at the Hobart station is rela-
tively constant regardless of sales volume. 
Utilities cost is a major cost item at the Roosevelt station. Varia-
tions in the utilities cost came with the variations in volume of feed made, 
and volume of wheat handled. In 1946, utilities cost at Roosevelt was $1,189.00 
accounting for 5.87 percent of the total annual costs. The total amount paid 
of utilities increased to $2,239 . 00 in 1947, accounting for 5.50 percent of 
the total costs. The increase in utilities cost is pri marily a result of 
the greatly increased volume of wheat, which the station handled in 1947. In 
1948, the utilities cost declined to 1,978.00, accounting for 4.52 percent 
of the total costs. The decline in utilities cost is a result of a substan-
tial drop in all sideline activities and sales, particularly grinding and 
mixing of feed. 
The utilities cost at the Babbs, Komalty, and Cold Springs stations is 
the same respectively for each of the years. The utilities cost for these 
stations was $92 .00 in 1946, $113 . 00 in 1947, and $101.00 in 1948. Utilities 
accounted for 1.25 percent of Babbs total costs in 1946, 1.16 percent in 1947, 
and 1.13 percent in 1948. Utilities cost accounted for 1.04 percent of the 
Komalty total costs in 1946, .94 percent in 1947, and 1.02 percent in 1948. 
Utilities cost at the Cold Springs station accounted for 3.55 percent of the 
total costs in 1946, 2.95 percent in 1947, and 1.64 percent in 1948 (Table 9). 
The cause of the percent age decline at Cold Springs is due to the total sta-
tion costs increasing in each of the years studied, while the utilities cost 
remained relatively stable . The slight increase in utilities cost in 1947, 
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is a result of the increase in the volume of wheat handled . The decrease in 
1948 is caused by a decline in the volume of wheat handled. However, the 
utility cost at these three wheat handling stations tends to be relatively 
more fixed than at the t wo large stations . The effect of fluctuations in 
volume of wheat handled wi ll be less on utilities at these small stations 
than at the two large stations. 
Telephone and Telegraph 
The telephone and telegraph expense is incurred mainly in the wheat 
selling operations . The Hobart station has the largest telephone and tele-
graph cost amount . The Babbs, Komalty, and Cold Springs stations were allo-
cated the same amount of telephone and telegraph cost . 
The Hobart station incurred a telephone and telegraph expense of 1,307.00 
in 1946 (Table 9). This amount accounted for 2.77 per cent of the st ation's 
total costs in 1946. Due to a larger wheat crop in the following year, in-
volving more selling effort, the telephone and telegraph cost increased to 
$1,708.00, which accounted for 2 . 50 percent of the total costs. In 1948, 
the telephone and telegraph cost at the Hobart station declined to i l,523 
accounting for 2 . 21 percent of the total costs . The telephone and telegraph 
cost tends to fluctuate directly with the amount of wheat sales. Too, the 
Hobart station transacts most of the wheat selling functions, thereby incur-
ring a larger telephone and telegraph cost than the other stations . 
The telephone and telegraph cost item at the Roosevelt, Babbs, Komalty, 
and Cold Springs stations is of relatively minor importance. Telephone and 
telegraph expense at the Roosevelt station amounted to $326.00 in 1946, com-
posing 1.06 percent of the total station costs. This cost item increased to 
$427.00 in 1947, due to the larger volume of wheat handled and increased 
sideline activities, accounting for 1.05 percent of the total costs. 
Telephone and telegraph declined slightly to $411.00 in 1948, accounting for 
.94 percent of the total costs. The telephone and telegraph cost for the 
Babbs, Komalty, and Cold Springs stations respectively was $31.00 in 1946, 
.32.00 in 1947 and $34.00 in 1948. These telephone and telegraph costs ac-
counted for .42 percent of the Babbs st tion costs in 1946, .34 percent in 
1947, and .J8 percent of the total costs in 194~- The telephone and tele-
graph cost accounted for .J6 percent of the Komalty total costs in 1946, .27 
percent in 1947, and .34 percent in 1948. The Cold Springs station telephone 
and telegraph cost accounted for 1.20 percent of the total costs in 1946, 
.85 percent in 1947, and .56 percent in 1948. The slightly larger percent 
amount accounted for by telephone and telegraph costs at the Cold Springs 
station is due to the smaller total station costs at Cold Springs as compared 
to the Babbs and Komalty stations. The actual amount of telephone and tele-
graph cost was the same at each of these three stations for the period studied. 
Repairs and Supplies 
Repairs and supplies is concerned principally with the elevator repairs 
and supplies used . The cost incurred at the Hobart and Roosevelt stations 
is greater than the three smaller stations . This is a result of the Hobart 
and Roosevelt stations being in operation the year round and doing a much 
larger business, whereas, the Babbs, Komalty, and Cold Springs stations 
operate only during the wheat season. 
The repair and supply cost increased in each of the years studied at 
the Hobart station. This is a result of the larger volume of wheat handled 
in 1947, and increased sideline facilities in 1948, necessitating more up-
keep and repairs. Repairs and supply cost was $2,466 .00 in 1946, accounting 
for 5.23 percent of the total station costs (Table 9). In 1947, the cost 
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of repairs and supplies increased to 3,761 . 00 composing 5. 51 percent of the 
total annual costs . The cost of repairs and supplies raised to $4,103.00 
accounting for 5.8S percent of the total stat ion costs in 1948. This in-
crease is a result of the greater purchase price of repairs and supplies in 
1948. 
Repair and supply costs increased at the Roosevelt station in each of 
the years studied . Factors causing the steady increase in repair and supply 
cost were the steady increase in the volume of wheat handled, and greatly 
expanded sideline facilities. The cost of repairs and supplies was $1,648.00 
in 1946, accounting for 5. 32 percent of the total station costs. This cost 
item increased in 1947 to $2,514.00 composing 6.17 percent of the annual 
station costs . As the volume of wheat handled increased and sideline facili-
ties were increased in 1948, the repair and supply cost increased to $2,735.00 
accounting for 6.25 percent of the total costs . 
The Babbs, Komalty, and Cold Springs stations were allocated the same 
amount of repair and supply cost for each of the years studied . These stations 
incurred a repair and supply cost of $150.00 in 1946, $229.00 in 1947, and 
$253.00 in 1948. These cost amounts accounted for 2 . 04 percent of the Babbs 
station's total costs in 1946, 2.35 percent in 1947, and 2.80 percent in 
1948. The repair and supply cost composed 1 .70 percent of the Komalty sta-
tion's total costs in 1946, 1.90 percent in 1947, and 2 . 56 percent in 1948. 
The repair and supply cost amount, was the same at the Cold Springs station 
as at the Babbs and Komalty stations. However, the percentage that repairs 
and supply accounted for of the total costs was much greater at the Cold 
Springs station. In 1946, the repairs and supplies accounted for 5.?9 per-
cent of the total station costs, increasing to 5.96 percent in 1947, declin-
ing to 4.11 percent in 1948 (Table 9). The greater percentage figure at the 
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Cold Springs station is due to the much smaller amount of total expenses in-
curred as compared to the Babbs and Komalty stations. Factors contributing 
toward the steady increase in repairs end supply costs were an increasing 
volume of wheat handled at the station, necessitating more repairs and supplies 
and an increasing price structure on the repairs and supplies purchased. 
Advertising 
The association carries on an extensive schedule of advertising which 
is unusual for this type of organization. An institutional method of ad-
ver tising is followed, explaining the cooperative method and purpose to both 
members and non-members alike. Also, the association has an enlightened 
policy toward membership relations. A circular, 11The Cooperative Consumer," 
is sent four or five times a year to each member. Post cards are also sent 
t o the members. As evidence of the value of this type of membership policies, 
of the 1542 members, approximately 80 percent did some amount of business 
with the association during 1948. 
Advertising cost at the Hobart station increased in each of the years 
studied. In 1946, the advertising cost was 815.00 accounting for 1 .73 per-
cent of the total station costs (Table 9). Advertising cost increased sub-
stantially in 1947, amounting to $1,532,00, which composed 2 .24 percent of 
the total costs. Advertising costs were further increased for the Hobart 
station the following year . In 194B, advertising cost was $1,990.00 ac-
counting for 2 . 85 percent of the total annual station costs . The increase 
in advertising in each year is due to the increasing importance attached to 
it by both management and member . 
The Roosevelt station also incurred an increasing advertising cost for 
the period studied . In 1946, the advertising cost was $777.00 which composed 
2. 52 percent of the total station costs. In 1947, the advertising cost 
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a.mounted to $1,253.00 which accounted for 3.08 percent of the total costs. 
In 1948, as the sideline facilities were completed to be identical with those 
of the Hobart station, the advertising cost increased to $1,990.00 accounting 
for 4.54 percent of the total costs. As sideline facilities expanded to 
equal those of the Hobart station, advertising was increased comparable to 
thnt of the Hobart station. 
Advertising costs at the three wheat handling stations followed the 
sales volume of the stations. Babbs advertising cost in 1946 was $253.00, 
which composed 3.43 percent of the total costs. As the sales volume increas-
ed in 1947, advertising cost increased to $393.00 accounting for ~ .• 03 percent 
of the annual costs. With a drop in sales volume the advertising cost de-
clined to $331.00 in 1948, account ing for J.69 percent of the Babbs station' s 
total co st s . 
Cost of advertising at the Komalty station amounted to $333.00 in 1946, 
accounting for 3.77 percent of the total station costs .(Table 9). Advertis-
ing cost increased substantially in 1947 as the sales volume increased. Ad-
vertising cost was $542.00 in 1947, accounting for 4 .47 percent of the total 
costs. Following the sales decline at Komalty in 1948, the advertising cost 
declined to $331.00 which composed 3.JJ percent of the total costs. 
The Cold Springs station was the only station showing a continuous in-
crease in sales volume. The advertising cost followed the pattern of sales 
volume, increasing approximately four times in amount during the period 
studied. Advertising cost amounted to $82.00 in 1946, which composed J.16 
percent of the total station costs. In 1947, advertising costs increased 
to $153.00, accounting for 3.99 percent of the total costs. Advertising 
costs more than doubled in 1948 amounting to $311.00 which accounted for 
5.37 percent of the total annual station costs. 
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Truck Expense 
Truck expense is attributable to the sideline operations. Due to this, 
only the Hobart and Roosevelt stations incur truck expense. The truck expense 
was divided half and half between the two stations as the sideline endeavors 
are the same at both places . 
For the year 1946, the truck expense amounted to $604.00 at both Hobart 
and Roosevelt (Table 9). Truck expense increased to $1,074.00 in 1947 a s 
the sideline sales volume greatly increased . In 1948, the cost of truck 
expense declined slightly to $1,056.00 for Hobart and Roosevelt. Truck ex-
pense accounted for 1.28 percent of the Hobart station's total annual costs 
in 1946, 1.57 percent in 1947, declining slightly to 1.52 percent in 1948. 
Truck expense accounted for 1 . 95 percent of the Roosevelt station ' s total 
annual costs in 1946, 2.64 percent in 1947, and 2 . 41 percent in 1948. The 
decline in 1948 is a result of a smaller side line sales volume, reducing 
the truck expenses incurred . 
Administrative and Selling 
The administrative and selling cost item is composed of minor cost items 
that do not occur regularly. These cost items are: donations, director's 
fees, loss on accounts charged off, office expense, produce expense, legal 
and audit, travel and entert ainment, dues and subscriptions, rent paid, an-
nual meetin expense, bank-exchange, and miscellaneous cost items. 
The Hobart station accounted for the greatest portion of the adminis-
trative and selling costs. The Hobart station has the largest sales volume, 
thereby incurring greater selling costs . The amount of administrative and 
selling cost in 1946 was ~4 ,368.00 composing 9.28 percent of the total 
annual st ation costs (Table 9). In 1947, with a large increase in sales 
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volume, the administrative and selling costs increased to $q,222 .oo account-
ing for 12.04 percent of the total costs. The administrative and selling 
cost declined to $4,203 in 1948, accounting for 6.02 percent of the total 
annual costs. The decline in 1948 is a result of a smaller sales volume 
made at the Hobart station. 
Administrative and selling costs at the Roosevelt station amounted to 
approximately one-half the amount at the Hobart station. Here too, the 
administrative and selling costs closely following the volume of sales made, 
increasing and decreasing with the amount of sales. In 1946, the adminis-
trative and selling cost was $2 ,266.00 accounting for 7.32 percent of the 
total station costs. The cost increased to $4,695.00 in 1947, which composed 
11.53 percent of the total station costs. This increased cost is a result 
of a greater sales volume at the Roosevelt station in 1947. Administrative 
and sales cost declined to $3 ,203 in 1948, accounting for 7.32 percent of 
the total station costs. The decline is due to a smaller sales volume, 
which tends to decrease selling costs . 
The Babbs station has a much smaller amount of administrative and sell-
ing costs than the Hobart and Roosevelt stations. Here too, the volume of 
sales tended to regulate the amount of administrative and selling costs. In 
1946, the administrative and selling cost was $684.00 accounting for S.26 
percent of the total annual station costs. This cost increased in 1947 to 
$1 ,401 which comprised 14.35 percent of the total costs (Table 9). With a 
decline in sales volume in 194B, the administrative and selling cost dropped 
to $913.00 which accounted for 10.15 percent of the total station costs. 
The pattern of administrative and selling costs at the Komalty station 
w~s similar to that of the Hobart, Roosevelt, and Babbs stations. In 1946, 
the a ministrative and selling costs ~ere $3~8.00 accounting for 10.16 percent 
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of the total station costs. The cost increased substantially because of a 
greatly increased sales volume, to $1 ,929 . 00 in 1947, which comprised 15.92 
percent of the tota.l costs. With a decline in sales volume in 1948, the 
administrative and selling cost declined to ., 1,115 . 00 accounting for 11.20 
percent of the total annual costs. 
The administrative and selling costs increased in each of the years. 
studied at the Cold Springs station. Too, the Cold Springs station was the 
only station which increased sales volume in each of the years studied. In 
1946, the administrative and selling costs were $221.00, accounting for 8.52 
percent of the total station costs. In 1947, this cost increased to $547.00 
which comprised 14.1g percent of the station costs. With an increase in 
sales in 1948, the administrRtive and selling costs increased to ~644 .00 
which accounted for 10.45 percent of the total annual costs. While the 
amount of administrative and selling costs increased, the percentage it 
accounted for of the total station costs decreased. This is a result of a 
greater proportionate increase in the total station costs. 
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Table 9, Expense Allocation by Stations of the Farmers Cooperative Association, from. 1946 throuc:h 1948 
HOBART HJO...,.:VZLT BABBS 
1946 1947 1948 1246 191::!.7 19!±8 1946 1947 1948 
: ,)ercent: :Percent: : ?ercent:: :Percent: : Percent: : ?ercent:: : Percent: : Percent: :Percent 
Amount of ;,mount of ,,mount of . . ount of Amount of Amount of .. Amount of ount o:: Amount of . ' 
Total : 'l'otal Total .. : Tot.::1.l Total Total . . Total Total Total . . 
Salaries and '1va_,es "3, .:!.99, 43 49,43 33, 640.88 49.~6 35,135 . .24 50,Jl 14,~70.88 46.08 19,lOJ.lJ 46.89 19 ,373,49 44, .!.j J,157,22 4.i.,TJ 4,375,56 44,81 3,765.3;;:: 41,84 
Depreciation 4,837.18 10.37 5,811.97 8.51 7,iJ?, 7G 10.36 G,623 , 35 8. 47 .::,848.d 6.99 j,J9J,.54 7. 74 1,047.39 lh.17 1,184, .c::J 12.13 1,186.c,8 13.19 
Insurance GJ .:.9',,:., :_2 L~. 86 J,«:.97.84 4.83 4,j .... 6.10 6.19 ,101. 94 6. 79 1,335.14 j , G8 .::,589.93 5. 91 50C.14 6.85 Jc:.6.87 3,35 426.98 4,74 
Interest 3, 68..i:. 79 7.82 5,L:;9. 09 ?.51 5,5)4,55 7,95 3,51~.14 11.34 4,195,L:: 10.JO 4,761.86 lJ.87 1,146,53 15.50 1,317.95 1.3. 50 1,356.86 15.08 
Taxes ", 705 . .25 5. 74 J,248,52 4,76 3, 9'.:!.7. 79 5.62 1,016.11 ) • .:.8 1,05.c::,9:2 ...... 57 .::,)()7,58 5 • .27 J~).(3 4,38 389,57 3,98 629 , 63 7.00 
Utilities 7).c::.43 1.49 864.65 1. _7 761.J5 1.09 1,819. 06 5,b? ;.::, 239. L:: 5.5() 1,978.?L 4-5~ 9;._,35 1.25 llJ.68 1.16 1()1.1,7 1.13 
Tel ephone &rh. Telegraph 1,3)7.49 2-.77 1,708.96 .:.. 50 1,543, 97 2.a 3;.6. 07 1. )6 4;,7,4 1.05 411, 73 ,94 Jl. .:::O • J+,-_ J.:..38 .34 31..Jl .38 
Hepairs and Supplies .:!.,466.45 5, ~J 3,761.35 j.51 4,lOJ,55 5,8d 1,648. 7 5. J-2 2,514.54 6.17 .._,735.69 6. 25 150.73 G,J4 .!.2.9. S6 .!.,35 253,31 2.80 
Advertising 815, .c::0 1. 73 1, 53"-,93 "-• 2J+ 1,990.03 ~.85 777 . .:.1 "· 5.i 1,..::53,79 j . J8 1, 990.0 4. 54 ~-53. 7.:: 3, 43 393, 89 4. 03 331. 67 3.69 
Truck ... xpense 604.98 1.28 1,074.06 1. 57 l,J56.44 1.5:.::: 60l •• 97 l. 95 1,0'?4,)5 .... 64 1,056.44 ~.41 
Administrative and .Jelling 4,368. d 9. 28 8, ;;.22. 25 1::..04 4, .::OJ. 78 6. 02 z,;:.66.J.c. 7.3~ 4,695.57 11. 53 J, .._JJ. 77 7.J'.c:: 684.72 9. ';(,6 1,401. )6 14,35 913.84 10.15 
Total 47,131.63 100/i 68, ;::;92. 50 100; 69,840.22 lOJ~ JO, 967, 7 G lOO~u 40,738,8J 1 O,~ 43,799.77 100,o 7,393 , 63 100~ 9,765.55 100: 9,000 . .c::7 100," 
Kv~· LTY .. . . 
• .ia.l ries and 1t:ap,es 3,919. 50 44.jl 5,7'..::2.65 47,Gl 4,468.89 44.90 l,.!.83. d 49,43 1,890.85 48 , 99 2,464. 63 39,94 
Depreciation 1,044,11 11.80 995,89 8,2G 1,019,.36 lJ.J+ 155.60 5,98 161. 50 4.18 793, 55 L ... 86 
Insurance 518. 25 5,86 318.16 ,:.., 6.2 436.80 4,39 14.::.15 5.46 134,84 3,49 456,')8 ?.39 
Interest 1,505~20 l?.O'.c:: 1,814.77 l~.97 1,649.65 l(;, 58 371. 96 14,JO ,14. 90 13.34 959.eJ lj.55 
Taxes 351.1:38 3,98 4.::1. 7$ J.48 541.86 5. 44 7J.47 "-• 71 79 . 86 .._,07 131. .!.6 .... 13 
Utilities 9.::. 35 l.J4 113.68 , 94 101.47 1.02 9..:.,35 J,55 113.68 .... 95 101.47 1.64 
'l'elephone and Telegraph 31.~0 .36 32.88 • .:..7 .34,.31 ,34 31. ..;J 1. .:::O J:2.88 ,85 34.Jl .56 
Rep~irs and 0upplies 150.73 1. 70 ,:;.,:;9. db l.9J ..::53,31 "'· 56 150. 73 5. 79 21!.9. 86 5,96 ;.;53,31 4,11 Advertising 333.09 J. 77 542,38 4,47 JJl.67 3, )3 8c:..08 3.16 153,91 3,99 331. 67 5.37 
Truck l!.xpense 
' Administrative and velling 898,9~ 10.16 1,9~9. 21 15.9.!. 1,115.18 11. ,::<) :::..::1. 54 8.52 547.47 14.18 644.76 10.45 
Total 8,845, 23 100; l ~,121. 26 100~ 9, 95.2. 50 100; 2,601. ~9 100,& 3,g59.82 lOOJ 6,170.84 100.i 
vJU1,Ci.,: ~st.L'Ilates of.' manager. 
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SEASONAL COSTS 
The seasonal costs represent the monthly expenditures made by the asso-
ciation. The individual monthly expense amounts are an arithmetic average 
of the similar monthly expense amounts for 1946, 1947, and 1948. The seasonal 
pattern of expenses was similar in each of the three years. The seasonal 
pattern of the association's total expenditures is generally followed by 
most of the individual expense items. This is a result of the association 
having fairly regularly recurring times of greater activity and periods of 
lesser activity with many of the cost items being variable with business 
activity . 
Total seasonal costs of the association reached their maximum in the 
month of June and their minimum amount in November (Figure 1). The maxim.um 
peak of the association's expenditures, which occur in June, is a result of 
the wheat harvest reaching its maximum effort in June . The wheat harvest 
increases the amount of many of the cost items. The low point of the asso-
ciation's total costs occur in November. Most of the fall planting opera-
tions have been completed in November and farming operations are reduced to 
a minimum. In the month of May the total expenses began to increase in 
preparation for the wheat harvest. After the peak of expenses in June, the 
association ' s total expenses declined rapidly in July. July was the third 
highest month for the tota.l expenses . This is due to the wheat handling 
expenses for turning and shipping. The total expenses declined substantially 
in August. Most farming operations were limited in August. The associa-
tion's total costs increased slightly in both Septe ber and October as 
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farming operations picked up in preparation for fall planting. After the 
low point in the total costs in November, the association's total costs in-
creased in Decemb r end January . The association ' s costs declined in both 
February and March as farming operations were curtailed. Costs began in-
creasing in April as cotton planting stimulated farm operations giving more 
business to the association, thereby increasing costs. 
Salaries and wages are the largest cost item of the association, consti-
tuting slightly less than one-half of the total costs (Figure 1) . Too, the 
seasonal pattern of salaries and wages closely followed the seasonal pattern 
of the association's total costs. The maximum peak of the salary and wage 
cost occurred in the month of June. The wheat harvest volume was greatest 
in June necessitating considerable extra harvest labor. Salaries and wages 
declined from the June peak of $7,276.00 to 5,319 . 00 in July. The wheat 
department was still incurring substantial costs, particularly salaries and 
wages, in the handling of the wheat. Salaries and wages declined in August 
to $4 ,172.00. In September salaries increased slightly and from that period 
on, salaries and wages declined in amount each succeeding month through 
February. In February the salaries and wages cost reached the lowest amount 
for the year a.mounting to $3 , 879 . 00. The volume of business is less during 
the winter months allowing the association to function with less extra labor. 
Salaries increased slightly in April with the preparation for the wheat har-
vest and general increase in business activity. In the month of May the cost 
of salaries and wages increased substantially with the beginning of wheat 
harvest. Extra labor was hired to handle the wheat volume. 
The depreciation, interest, and tax costs were calculated to be the same 
amount each month for their respective costs. The depreciation cost was 
· 955.21 for each onth (Fi6 ure 2). Interest cost amounted to 1,040.92 for 
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each month, while the tax cost to the association was $477.72 each month. 
These costs are paid but once each year. The dividing of these costs into 
equal monthly amounts was assumed to be the most equitable method by which 
to allocate these costs . They are illust rated by the straight lines on the 
graphs. 
The utilities cost, administrative and selling costs, repairs and sup-
plies, and truck expense seasonal pattern followed the seasonal pattern of 
the total costs. These cost items reached their high peak in June (Figure 
2). These costs are all quite variable, dependent on the volume of business. 
With the greatest volume of business occurring with the wheat harvest in 
June, these costs reached their peak in June. These costs except utilities 
reached their low point in November . With the sales volume being approxi-
mately six times as great in June as in November, it is understandable that 
these costs would be much less in November. The utility's cost was at its 
low point in May. The elevators were cleaned out and relatively little wheat 
handling was being done, thereby allowing the utility's cost to be low. The 
utility's cost reached its second greatest peak in April as the elevators 
were being cleared out for the spring wheat harvest. 
Advertisin costs reached their maximum amount in Septe~ber after which 
they declined steadily to the low point in J~nuary. Aft er January, advertis-
ing costs increased until September. Most of the advertising was done through 
the spring and summer months when business volume is greatest. Insurance 
costs were quite erratic. This is caused by the insurance being paid when-
ever it falls due during the year. The maximum peak of insurance costs 
occurred in January, declining to a low in September. Insurance costs reached 
a second high peak in October. 
The percentage that each individual cost item accounted for of its total 
Figure 1. Average Seasonal Variation of Expenses for the Farmers Cooperative 
Association.s,.. from 1946 through 1948. 
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Figure 2. Average Seasonal Variation of Expenses for the Farmers Cooperative 
Association, from 1946 through 1948. 
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monthly costs presents a different relationship of the costs. (Figure J). 
1 ach inrlividual cost is compared with the othor coots incurred in that parti-
cular month. Actually a particular cost item ma}r be of a great r amount in 
one . onth over the preceding month, yet the larger cost item may account for 
a smaller perc0 nt of its particular onthly costs. The percent of each cost 
item is dependent upon the size of the other cost items for that month. 
Salaries and wages accounted for 47.47 percent of the association's 
total costs for the period studied. They accounted for the greatest portion 
of monthly expenses in . ay. (Figure J). In this inonth, the salaries and 
wages were increasing substantially for the harvest season. Too, they wer 
increasing at a great r rate than were the other cost items. Salaries snd 
wates accounted for 57.JS percent of the total monthly costs in May. Salaries 
and wages declined in the percent of the total monthly costs in June to 47.?9 
percent. However, the ctual amount of salaries · paid in June was slightly 
gre ter than those paid in Mr.~y . This decline in percent of salaries in June 
is a result of the other cost items increasing subst antially, thereby in-
creasing the total onthly cost at a greater rate th n the s laries increased. 
Salaries reached their third greatest percentage peak in September accounting 
for 50.62 percent of the total nonthly costs. Fall planting vs under ay 
giving more sales volume to the association. The second high peak for sala-
ries and wages came in Nove ber. This is a result of the other cost items 
declining at a t aster rate than did salaries. The actual amount of salaries 
was considerably greater in September than in November . The low point for 
salaries came in February Yhen salaries accounted for 41.6 percent of the 
monthly costs. Business volum. was low as the farming operations were not 
active in February. No extra labor was needed at this time. 
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Depreciation, taxes, and interest were calculated as $955.21, $477.72, 
and $1 ,040. 92 respectively for each of the twelve months. However, the per-
cent each of these cost items accounted for in the months varied substantially. 
For example, the actual amount of depreciation cost paid was $955.21 each 
month, but the percent of the total monthly costs that depreciation accounted 
for fluctuated from a low of 6.24 percent in June to a peak of 11.27 percent 
in November. This fluctuation in percent is a result of the individual cost 
item being held constant while the total monthly costs are fluctuating. The 
same situation is also true for taxes and interest. 
Administrative and selling and repairs and supplies followed the sales 
pattern of the association. Both of these cost items reached the peak in the 
percent of the total monthly costs in June. Also, the actual amount paid 
was greatest in June. (Figure 3). The wheat harvest increased these costs, 
which are variable with the volume of business. These cost items declined 
until administrative and selling reached its low point in October while re-
pairs and supplies reached their low in November . At this time the business 
volume had declined with the coming of winter and the need for repairs and 
supplies had declined. 
Insurance and bonds fluctuated considerably. The high peak of insurance 
and bonds was jn J anuary while the low point came in June . In January in-
surance and bonds accounted for 16.01 percent of the total costs for that 
month,too, the actual amount paid was greatest during J anuary. In June in-
surance and bonds accounted for . 98 percent of the total monthly costs. The 
amount paid was much less in June and, too, the total costs were much great-
er. Both of these factors tended to reduce the percent the individual cost 
item accounted for of the total costs. Insurance and bonds were pai d whenever 
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they came due, explaining the erratic fluctuation of this cost item. 
Utilities and telephone and telegraph remained f airly constant for the 
period studied. The actual amounts paid were greatest during June and July. 
However, the percent was less for utilities these months as the total costs 
for June and July increased at a faster r ate than did utilities. Utilities 
reached its greatest percentage peak in April accounting for 3.49 percent 
of the total monthly costs . The wheat was being moved out of the elevators 
in April in preparation for the summer harvest. The low point for utilities 
was in May when utilities accounted for . 25 percent of the total costs . The 
elevators were not in use in May allowing the electricity cost to be very 
low. The high peak for t elephone and telegraph came in July. This is a r e-
sult of the selling operations involved in the wheat department. Telephone 
and telegraph cost accounted for 2 . ~3 percent of ·the total monthly costs in 
July. (Figure 3) . The low point for telephone and telegraph crune in May 
accounting for .40 percent of the total costs. There vas relatively little 
t el ephone and telegraph cost incurred i n the wheat depart ment in May as the 
wheat had been moved out. 
For the period studied t he salaries and wages , depreciation and interest 
costs accounted for 66 . 36 percent of the total costs. The repairs and sup-
plies, and administrative and selling costs t ended to vary with the volume 
of the association' s business. Increasing in the harvest season and declin-
ing in the winter season. Insurance and bonds were quite erratic as a re-
sult of the payment of the insurance whenever the policies came due. The 
smaller cost items , t axes , advertising, truck expense remained f airly con-
st ant for the period studied . Advertising and truck expense increased 
slightly in the spring and summer months and declined during the winter 
season. The administrotive an<l selling cost fluctuated with the sHles vol-
ume of the association. 'l'he gener1c,l trend was '.:l.n increase in the spring 
with the maximum peak being reached in May ond June as a result of wheat 
harvest; the low point co:ning in October and January when the selling season 
was at a low point. 
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Figure 3. Average Monthly Percentage Variation of the Individual Expenses 
of the Total Monthly Expenses. 
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FIXED AND VARIABLE COSTS 
The cost items of the association were divided into fixed costs and 
variable costs. The costs which are incurred without regard to business 
volume are regarded as fixed. Those costs which fluctuate as a result of 
changing amounts of business volume are variable costs. "Fixed costs are 
those which are stationary for a particular production period of time , bile 
variable costs are not, for the same period. Fixed costs are independent 
of output within this production period, whHe variable costs are a function 
of output although not necessarily proportional to it.l 
The fixed and variable amount of each cost item was arrived at by esti-
mates based upon the nature of each cost item over one year's operation. 
For exa~ple, the manager's salary was deemed more fixed than was the salary 
of an extra harvest laborer. The difficulty in replacing a competent mana-
ger is greater than in replacing extra hired l abor. However, over a long 
period of time, all costs would be variable, while the reverse would be 
true for a short period of time . In the determination of the amount of 
fixity in the total costs of the association, each individual cost item was 
evaluated as to the position it held in regard to the business operations , 
its flexibility during the year, and the effect its absence would have on 
the business volume. Estimat es of the amount of fixity were made to the 
nearest f i ve percent. Depart ment costs were considered as to the abili ty 
1 Adlowe L. Lar son, "The Fi xity Gradient: 
ble Cost Analysis," Journal of Farm Economics, 
1926. 
A Tool for Fixed and Varia-
Vol. XXVIII, No. 3, August, 
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to substitute or omit the individual costs, the degree of responsibility the 
cost item might have to the total operations of the department , and the 
length of time which the cost item ran. The fixity of costs to the stations 
were estimates based on the type of business operations done at the station, 
the effect of the individunl cost item on the business of the station, flexi-
bility of the cost item and the period of time over which it occurred . The 
divi sion of costs into fixed and variable is an estimate based on the nature 
of the cost in a year's business operation. It is assumed that the organi-
zation will continue in existence at pproximately the same level of operation. 
Fixed and Variable Qosts .!?z Departments 
The fixed cost amount for the wheat department was t35,042 .71, which 
accounted for 57. 2 percent of the total costs incurred in the operation of 
the wheat department. (Table 10). Variable wheat costs were $25,564 .92, 
which comprised 42 .18 percent of the total wheat costs. A greater portion 
of the wheat costs were fixed than were variable. This is a result of the 
depreciation, insurance, interest, and taxes being more fixed than variable. 
These cost items were caused principally by the wheat elevators, and are not 
influenced by fluctuations in sales volume. The a.mount of variable cost per 
bushel of wheat handled was 1.9 cents. This was calculated by dividing the 
amount of variable wheat cost by the total bushels of wheat handled by the 
association. 
The fixed cost amount for the sideline department was 43,388 . 51, which 
accounted for 55.52 percent of the total sideline expenses . The variable 
sideline costs were $34,767,46, which accounted for 41. -48 percent of the to-
t al sideline costs . The principal cost items which caused more of the side-
line costs to be fixed than variable were depreciation, insurance, and ad-
vertisine . The variable cost per dollar of sideline sale was 6 . 9 cents . 
This was calculated by dividing the sideline variable costs by the sideline 
sales . 
The variable cost of a dollar of sideline sale was five cents greater 
than the variable cost per bushel of wheat handled. This is a result of the 
sideline department incurring greater total costs, and a greater percentage 
of variable costs than does the wheat department. Too, the amount of side-
line sales is approximately one-half as great as the number of bushels of 
wheat handled . The nature of the sideline costs causes them to be more vari-
able than the wheat costs. The interest on commodities, telephone and tele-
graph, repairs and supplies, and truck expense are all quite variable with 
the amount of sideline sales. 
The fixed cost amount for the departments would tend to remain constant, 
with small fluctuations in the volume of wheat handled and sideline sales. 
The variable costs would fluctuate up or down to compensate for changes in 
volume and sales. If the volume of wheat handled or sideline sales increased 
substantially, causing new facilities to be purchased, the fixed cost would 
increase. These cost divisions are ap·iroxim.ations only. However, for small 
fluctuations in business, the variable cost will go up or down with the busi-
ness volume, as the fixed cost tends to remain constant. 
Fixed and Variable Costs !2;y Stations 
The Hobart and Roosevelt stations had ~ore of their costs variable than 
fixed. The amount of total costs that was fixed at the Hobart station was 
~34,848.JO, which amounted to 49 .90 percent of the total costs. (Table 11) . 
The amount of the total costs which were fixed at the Roosevelt station was 
~21,025. 75, which accounted for 43.00 percent of the total costs . The three 
stations which have only a wheat department have a greater amount of their 
total costs fixed th in variable. The B::..bbs station bad 56.?2 percent of its 
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costs fixed, the Komalty and Cold Springs stations had 54.95 and 53,79 per-
cent respectively fixed. The reason a higher percent of the costs are fixed 
at the three small stations, than at the two large stations, is that the 
sideline costs, which make up the raajor portion of the Hobart and Roosevelt 
costs, have a tendency to be more variable than the wheat costs. This causes 
the amount of variable costs to be greater than the fixed costs at the two 
stations whfoh have sideline departments. 
The amount of variable cost per dollar of sale at the Hobart station 
was 4. 5 cents in 1948. This is the greatest variable cost per dollar of 
sale of any of the stations. The reason the variable cost is greater at the 
Hobart station is that virtually all cost items are greater, particularly 
salaries . The amount of variable cost per dollar of sale at the Roosevelt 
station is J .4 cents. The Roosevelt station has the same physical facilities 
but does not have as great a sales volume as does Hobart. Due to this smaller 
sales volume, the cost items are less than the similar cost items at Hobart. 
The variable cost per dollar of sale at the Babbs, Komalty, and Cold Springs 
stations was similar. The variable cost for Babbs was 2 .0 cents, for Komalty 
1.9 cents, and for Cold Springs 2.1 cents per doll ar of sales. The cause of 
the smaller variable cost per dollar of sale at Komalty is the larger volume 
of sale which they have as compared to Babbs and Cold Springs . The cause of 
the greater variable cost per dollar of sale at Cold Springs is due to the 
smaller volume of sales which they have as compared to Babbs and Komalty. 
Fixed and Variable~ for the Association 
Fixed costs to the association in 1948 were f80,387 .80. This fixed 
amount accounted for 57 .93 percent of the association's total expenses. (Ta-
ble 12). The variable expense was 58,375.80 . The variable cost amount was 
42.07 percent of the as.:;ociation's cost::; in 1943. The principal cost items 
which caused the association to have a creater amount of fixed costs than 
variable costs were the man8ger 1 s solary, interest on facilities, ad valorern 
taxes, and depreciation, all of ~hich were 100 percent fixed. 
The amount of variable cost per dollar of sale for the association in 
194g was 2 .9 cents. This was calculated by dividing the amount of variable 
cost by the total ales of the association. To calculate the changes in the 
total costs of the association caused by fluctuations in the variable cost 
amount the following formula was used: 
Total costs= fixed costs+ (variable cost per dollar of sale x volume 
of sale) 
Assume that the volume of sales increased to ~2 ,225,000 . 00 and substituting 
in the formula, the total costs would be: 
T. c. = $80 ,3~7.10 + ( . 029 x t2 ,225.00) 
= 80,387.~0 + 64,525.00 
= ~144,912.10 
This is an increase of $6 ,149.20 in variable costs for an increase in sales 
volume of $211,015.52. Assuming the sales volume declined to $2 ,000,000.00 
and substituting in the formula: 
T. C. = $q0,3~7.80 + (0 . 29 x $2 ,000,000.00) 
= go,387.80 + s~,000.00 
= f l38,J17.80 
This is a decrease in variable cost amount of $375 .80 with a decline in sales 
amount of $lJ,9g4.4g. 
The results from substituting in the formuli are only approximations 
of the variations in costs that would t ake place with these variations in 
sales volume. The fixed cost amount for the association would remain un-
changed for theses all fluctuations in the volume of s~les. If sales 
volume increaried fmbstr,ntia11y, nccci:rnitrting ii1creased pb:..rsfoal fuci.litios 
to handle the increased snl~s volume~ the fixed cost amount would increase, 
or if .'!lore cnpable labor rend nmrmgement had to be hired j tho fixed cost 
amount uou1d tend to inc:rc&.LJe. Hm-mvor, for small fluctu..:'1tiomi in busines:c., 
the vr.riable cost amount •,.1ill fluctuate up or do1,;n to compensate for the 
changes in huEJinesc volume. 
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Table 10. Fixen Expense Amount by Depnrtmento or the F rmers Cooper&tive Association, 
for 1948 
Wheat Side1ines 
Total : Pct. Fixed Pct. AM.aunt Total : Pct. Fixed Pct. Amount 
GXpense :Fixed Amount Variable: VQr iable Expense :Fixed . .Amount :Variable Variable . 
Salaries and 
Wages ~22,822.65 50. !l'ill,411.30 50. e11,411.32 42,384.92 50. -t21,192.46 50. .21,192 .46 
Depreciation 6,<U4.03 100 5,814.03 6, ,n4 .. 02 100. 6, °>14. 02 
Insurunce and 
Bonds 4,117.95 75. 3,033.46 25. 1,029.49 4,117.94 75. 3,038.46 25. 1,029.48 
Interest 6,907.10 75. 5,l~0.33 25. 1,726.77 7,375.62 50. 3,687.81 50. J,6gr;.a1 
Taxes 4,~99.78 75. 3,674.84 25. 1,224.94 2,638.34 75. 1,978.76 25. 659.58 
Utilities 2,130.93 30. 639.28 70. 1,491.65 913.25 30. 273.98 70. 639.27 
Telephone and 
Telegraph 1,029.32 1~0. 411. 73 60. 617.59 1,029.Jl 20. 205.86 80. 823.45 
Repairs and 
Supplies I..., 559.50 40. l /!23. 80 60. 2,735.70 J,039,67 JO. 911.90 70. 2,127.77 
Advertising 995.01 10. 99.50 90. 195. 51 J,9qo.05 90. 3,5'32.05 70. 393.00 
True 1{ Expense 2,112.~8 25. 523.22 75. 1,5g4,66 
Administrative 
and Selling 6,331.36 30. 1, ,99.41 70. 4,431.95 3,749. 97 JO. 1,124.99 70. 2,624.9g 
Total $60,607.63 57. ~2 35,042,71 L.2 .13 25,564.92 713,155.97 55.52 43,3'~8.51 44.48 34,767.46 
SCURCE: Estimates 
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'l'able 11. Fixed bxpense Amount by Statlons of the Farmers Cooperative ,ssociLtion, for 1948 
HOBART Bi l3I3S 
wcp. :% Fixed: Fixed :,; Var. :Arnt. Var.: : ~p. :,.;i Var. : A.":l.t. Var.: LXp. :'!, fixed: Fixed :;; Var. unt. Var. 
Amt . . Amt. Amt • . 
balaries and ~!ages 35,135 • .d.+ 40;, 14,054.09 60,l) 21,081.15 19,373.49 4u; 7,749.40 60/0 11,6~.09 j,76;.32. 40)6 1,506.13 60% 2,259.19 
Depreciation 7,;:.37,7, 100~ 7, ZJ?. 72 3,390.54 100,b 3,390,54 1,186.88 1ooi 1,186.88 
Insurance 4,3.c:6.10 50j, 2,163.05 50;.o 2,163.05 2,589.93 50,o 1, 294.97 50,,t, 1, .c:94. 95 426.98 50fa aJ.49 50% 213 .49 
Interest 5,554.55 75'/, 4,165. 91 25,., 1,388.64 4,761.86 75,& 3,571.40 ..Z5,b 1,190.46 l,J,6. 86 90 .:, 1,221,17 10~ 135, 69 
Te.xes 3,927.79 90% 3,535.01 10/Q 39.c.78 2,307.58 90/J 2,076.82 10,b 2j0. 76 629. 63 90,;t 566.67 10,; 62.96 
Utilities 761.05 20,6 152.a 80,o 608.84 1,978.72 a)% 395.74 so; 1,582.98 101.47 20;;; 20. 2.9 80,t 81.18 
Telephone and Telegraph 1,543.97 25,:g 385. 99 75;; 1,157.98 411.73 ~5fo 10:C. 93 75/., 308.80 J4.Jl ..:!O; 6.86 80% 27.45 
Repairs and Supplies 4,103.55 30;; 1, ~31. 07 7v"Jo .2.,87..::.. 48 2,735 .69 30; 8..::0. 71 70;~ 1,914.98 ..::53.Jl 30,& 75.99 70% 177.32 
Advertising 1,990.03 .:::01t .398.01 80jl) 1,592. 0.2 1,990.02 ~0% 398.00 80% 1,592.02 331. 67 1ot 33,17 9oi 298. 5'.) 
Truck .t!.xpense 1,056.44 25fa ~64.11 75JO 79~.33 1,056.44 25% 264.11 75:, 792.33 
Administrative and welling 4, .aJ3. 78 JO,,.; 1, 261.1.3 70,n ~,942..65 3,203.77 30J, 961.13 70% '1!., 2L;.',f.. 64 91).84 30' 274.15 '70,{, 639.69 
Total 69,81+0 • .c:2 49.90 34848.30 5'.).10 34,991.92 43,799.77 48. oo ao~5.75 52,b .::2,774.0~ 9, )00. '..::7 56.72 5,104.8) 43.28 3,895,47 
KvtIALTY COLD PR 1-:G..:, 
0al~ries and \ages 4,468.89 40;, 1,787.56 6').,i, 2,681.33 :.?., 464. 63 401'~ 985.85 60,b 1,478.78 
Depreciation 1,019.36 10'.),Z 1,019.36 793.55 lOOp 793.55 
Insurance 436.80 50; d8.40 50.,o 218.40 l.i,56.J8 51J,o ..::"13. 04 50,t 228.04 
Interest 1, 649.65 9); 1,484.69 lO;v 164.96 959.80 90% 863.b~ 10,:; 95,9d 
Truces 541.86 90/, 487.67 10; 54.19 131..:::6 90,b 118.lJ 10,; lj.lJ 
Utilities 101.47 20J, 20. '-'.9 80,.<) 81.18 101.47 .20;; ~'() . 2.9 b0)> 81.ld 
Telephone and Telegraph 34.Jl ~0% 6.86 8J,; 27.45 J4.Jl 20,b 6.86 80; ..::7,45 
11.epairs and Supplies 2.53 .Jl 30% 75 , 99 70;:, 177.J~ ..:.53.31 JO,o 75.99 ?vb 177.3..:: 
Advertising 331. 67 10,; 33.17 90,; 298,50 331. 67 10]6 JJ.17 90; "'98,5J 
Truck ..::.Xpense 
A ministrative and Selling 1,115.18 30% 334,55 TY), 780.63 644.76 30,b 193.43 70,t, 451.33 
Total 9,952.50 54.95~ 5,468.54 45. 05,., 4,483.96 6,170.84 53 . 79% 3,319.13 46. 21~ ..::,851. 71 
Source: Estimates. 
Table 12. Fixed Expense Amount for the Farmers Cooperative Association 
for 194S 
Total Percent Amount Percent 
Fixed Fixed Variable 
Salaries: 
Sid Barnes ... 3,000.00 100 $ J,000.00 
Other Salaries 5q,751.11 50 29,375.56 50 
Commission (S. B.) 3,456.46 100 
Overhead: 
Interest 14,232.72 
Facility 7,60J.86 100 7,603.36 
Operating f+,622 .23 50 2,311.11 50 
Commodity 2,056.63 100 
Store Expense '321. 04 75 615.78 25 
Repairs and Supplies 7,599.17 30 2,279.75 7') 
Utilities 3,044.1g 20 608.81, 80 
True k Repair 2,112.38 25 528.22 75 
Insurance '3,235.89 75 6,176.92 25 
Office Expense 2, 31+9. 26 25 5q7.32 75 
Telephone and Telegraph 2,058.63 25 514.66 75 
Advertising 4,C;75.06 50 2,4f7.53 50 
Produce Expense 670.54 25 167.64 75 
Legal and Audit 420.00 100 420.00 
Travel and ~eetings 8/+8. 59 50 421+.29 50 
Dues and Subscriptions 5~0.93 90 522.84 10 
Rent 462.00 100 462.00 
Loss on Bad Debts 100 
Director's Fees 300.00 100 300.00 
Donations 1,053.91 50 526.96 50 
Bank Exchange 2,466.23 50 1,233.12 50 
Taxes: 
Corporation 285.00 100 285.00 
Sales 100 
Use 1q5.70 100 
Ad valorem 5,521.21 100 5,521.21 
r~xcise 200.98 100 
Social Security 667 .81 60 400.69 40 
Unemployment 677.42 60 406.45 40 
Depreciation lJ,62q.05 100 lJ,628.05 





























SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The Farmers Cooperative Association of Hobart, Oklahoma was organized in 
1919. It was incorporated at $25,000. 00 . The association began operations 
with one grain elevator at Hobart. During its thirty years of operations, 
the association expanded to include five stations handling a wide assortment 
of commodities. The capital stock was increased to $200,000.00 , and the 
membership to approximately 1800. 
The original facilities at Hobart were expanded and the association in 
1948 had facilities at Roosevelt, Babbs, Komalty, and Cold Springs. The ser-
vices offered to the members were expanded from wheat marketing to include 
produce, feed and seed, and farm supplies. The elevator capacity for the 
association was 139,000 bushels in May, 1950, and a new 150,000 bushel elevator 
was then nearing completion. 
The total assets of the association were 44 percent greater in 1948 than 
in 1946. The current assets increased 48 percent in the same period, while 
the permanent assets were increasing 29 percent. The total liabilities of 
the association increased 42 percent during the period studied. The current 
liabilities accounted for the major portion of the associations total lia-
bilities. 
The bal ance sheet shows the association to be financially sound. The 
total net worth has increased approximately 46 percent during the period stud-
ied. The factor which contributed most to the increase in net worth was the 
capital stock outstanding, which more than doubled in the period studied. 
Also, the surplus fund of the association showed a steady increase in each 
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of the years studied . 
The annual operations of the association have fluctuated considerably. 
Total sales of the association reached their maximum peak in 1947, being 39 
percent greater than in 1946. Sales in 1948, which was the peak year in so 
far as volume of wheat handled was concerned, were only 85 percent of the 
sales of 1946. The decline in sales value in 1948 WAS a result of the gener-
ally lower price received for wheat, and a decline in sideline sales. The 
operating expenses of the association increased in each of the years studied. 
The association expanded the facilities and services offered, which was the 
principle cause of the increased operating costs. Also, the cost of many 
of the expense items increased, particularly labor, in the period studied. 
The net earnings of the association tended to fluctuate directly with the 
sales volume. For the period studied, net earnings were 2 . 23 percent of the 
associations sales. Net earnings for 1947, which was the peak year of sales, 
were 2 .62 percent of the sales. The sales of 1948 were the lowest for the 
period studied, and the amount of net earnings for 1948 were also the lowest 
for t he period studied. 
The operations of the departments, wheat and sidelines , showed a wide 
variation. For the three year period, the wheat department accounted for 
43 .69 percent of the total operating costs of the association. For the 
similar period, the wheat department accounted for 76.50 percent of the 
associations total sales. The cost per dollar of wheat sale for the three 
year period averaged 3 cents. The sideline department accounted for 56.3 
percent of the total operating costs for the three year period. For the 
similar period, sideline sales accounted for 23.50 percent of the associations 
total sales. The cost per dollar of sideline sales for the period studied 
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averaged 12 cents . The wheat department, which accounts for the greatest 
portion of the associations sales, accounts for the smallest portion of the 
associations total operating costs. The wheat department is mechanized to a 
large extent and there are apparently economies in large scale operations. 
The sideline operations are diverse and fluctuate irregularly and labor must 
be used extensively, resulting in a higher unit cost for the sideline de-
partment. However, the sideline sales items are high margin items offering 
an excellent year round addition to the associations operations, which would 
be highly seasonal without sideline operations. A large amount of expansion 
in the sideline department would probably be unwise at this time. The items 
sold in sideline operations are highly competitive items, which have many 
other satisfactory outlets in the same area. Also , the problem of inventory 
is to be considered in this period of declining prices . A large investment 
in inventory combined with a decline in retail prices could cause the asso-
ciation to lose money. 
An analysis of the station operations of the association shows that for 
the three year period, the Hobart station accounted for an average of 49 
percent of the associations total costs. The Roosevelt station accounted 
for 31 percent of the total costs, followed by Komalty, Babbs, and Cold 
Springs, which accounted for 8,7, and 4 percent respectively of the total 
costs. The average cost per dollar of sale for the three year period was 
6.6 cents at Hobart, 5 cents at Roosevelt, 3.6 cents at Babbs, 3.3 cents at 
Komalty , and J .6 cents at Cold Springs. The Hobart and Roosevelt stations 
have costs incurred as a result of sideline operations. These costs are 
greater per dollar of sideline sale than similar costs per dollar of wheat 
sale. This causes the cost per dollar of total sales to be greater at the 
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Hobart and Roosevelt stations. The cost per dollar of sales at the three 
stations, which handle only wheat, are similar. The average operating costs 
f or the period studied were greater at Hobart than at Roosevelt. The factors 
causing the greater operating costs at Hobart were a combination of a larger 
total sales volume and a greater portion of the total sales being sideline 
sales. The Komalty, Babbs, and Cold Springs stations are similar in size and 
operation. The difference in the a.mount of wheat handled among these stations 
is greater than the difference in their operating costs. During the period 
studied the Komalty station's sales were approximately J percent greater than 
the sales at the Babbs station. However, the operating costs were only 1 
percent greater. The variable costs tend to increase at a slower rate than 
does the volume. 
The seasonal variation of the associations total costs shows the maximum 
peak of expenditures occurring in June. The biggest portion of the wheat 
harvest business occurs at this point, causing the operating costs to in-
crease. Operating costs are above average during May and July, but they are 
below the June costs. The association incurs extra costs in May in preparation 
for the wheat harvest. Operating costs remain high in July as a result of 
the costs of handling the wheat in storage. Operating costs for the associa-
tion were the least in November. Farming operations were at a minimum for 
this area at this time, reducing the volume of business done. This allowed 
the more var iable costs such as utilities and operating wages to be reduced. 
A study of the average monthly percentage variation of the individual 
expense items of the total monthly expenses, showed the salaries and wages 
accounted for the largest portion of each month's expenses for the period 
studied. Salaries and wages accounted for an average of 47.47 percent of 
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the associations total costs for the period studied . Salaries and wages, de-
preciation, interest, and administrative and selling costs combined accounted 
for approximately 2/3 of the total costs . Depreciation and interest costs 
were the same amount, respectively, for each of the months. However, the 
percentage which they accounted for of each months total expenditures fluc-
tuated, being dependent on the total amount of the monthl y expenditures. The 
administrative and selling cost item tended to fluctuate with the associations 
volume of sales . Administrative and selling costs accounted for their great-
est portion of monthly costs in June, and amounted to only slight ly less in 
May and July . 
An analysis of the fixed and variable costs of the association disclosed 
that more of the costs were fixed than variable . For the period studied, 
57.93 percent of the total association costs were fixed, with /;2.07 percent 
being variable. The cost items which caused more of the total costs to be 
fixed than variable were: interest on facilities, ad valorem truces, and de-
preciation. These costs were considered 100 percent fixed. In the operations 
of the wheat and sideline departments a greater portion of the costs were 
fixed than variable. For the wheat department , 57.82 percent of the costs were 
fixed and 42 .18 percent were variable. For the sideline department, 55.52 
percent of the costs were fixed and 44 .48 percent were variable. A greater 
portion of the costs were variable than fixed at the Roosevelt and Hobart 
stations. The R~osevelt and Hobart stations have sideline costs, which tend 
to be more variable than wheat costs, causing the tot al station costs to be 
slightly more variable than fixed . The three stations, which handle only 
wheat had a greater portion of their total costs fixed than variable. Those 
costs that are fixed will tend to remain constant with small fluctuations in 
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the associations operations. With small variations in the sales, the va.riable 
costs will tend to move up or doi.rn to compensate for these changes in opera-
tions. 
The Farmers Cooperative Association of Hobart, has shovm an excellent 
record of financial growth and development. It has made substantial savings 
for its members and provided nu1J1.erous services. The organization is still 
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Table 13. Three-Year Aver&ge oft e Monthly Costs of the Farmers Cooparative Association, 
.from 1946 through 1948 
Jan. : Per-: Feb. : Per-: arch: Per-: April :Per- 1ay :Per-: June : Per-: July 
: cent: : cent: : cent: :cent :cent : : cent: 
4,229.45 44.11 3,379.24 41.6~ 4,109.15 45.57 4,579.91 47,79 7,211.43 57.33 7,276.08 /~7.79 5,319.85 
955.21 9.96 955.2110.26 955.21 10.59 955.21 9.97 955.21 / 097 955.21 6.24 955.21 
1,535.lg 16.01 653.91 7.03 586.51 6.51 130.39 1.36 371.63 2.96 117 .80 .9~ 217. S2 
1,040.92 10.16 1,040.92 11.19 1,040.92 11.54 1,040.92 10.86 1,040.92 3.23 1,040.92 6.84 1,040.92 
477.72 4.98 477.72 5.13 477.72 5.30 477.72 4,99 477.72 3.So 477.72 3,14 477.72 
192.24 2.01 293.00 3.15 221.34 2.45 334.34 3,49 31.07 .25 395.83 2.61 339.73 
104.52 1.09 l'.30.L~l 1.94 117.12 1.30 109.97 1.15 50.11 .40 319.54 2.10 330.80 
217.08 2.26 427,58 4.59 347.42 J.86 547,46 5.71 414.17 3.g5 1,636.77 11.03 1,2)3.35 
95.14 .99 153.21 1.65 364,74 4.04 330.15 3,45 133.24 1.06 358.41 2.35 227.38 
172,44 1.80 159.85 1.72 100.15 1.11 232.28 2.42 78.37 .62 356.02 2.34 193.90 
568.39 5.93 1,085.26 11.66 696.72 7.73 844. 51 .811,734.79 lJ.80 2,210.49 14.53 1,328.45 
9,518.29 100% 9,306.31100% 9,017.00 100% 9,582.86 100% 12568.66 100% 15224.79 100% 11670.13 
Aug. : Per-: Sept. . Per-: Oct. : Per-: Nov. . : Per-: Dec. : Per-: Total . 
: cent: cent: : cent: : cent: : cent: 
4,172.05 44,794,777.73 50.62 4,469.59 ,~.04 4 ,34~.61 51.31 4,250.53 46.42 53,623.62 
955.21 10.25 955.21 10.12 955.21 9.41 955 .21 11.27 955.2110.43 11,462.52 
770.45 g.27 98.85 1.05 1,473.14 14.52 240.00 2.83 177.47 1.94 6,403.15 
1,040.92 11.17 1,040.92 11.03 1,040.92 10.26 1,040.92 12.28 1,040.92 11.37 12,491.04 
477.72 5.13 477.72 5.06 477.72 , •• 71 477.72 5.64 477.72 5.22 5,732.64 
295.05 3.17 2q6.31 3. 03 252.35 2.48 197.67 2.33 256,92 2.g1 3,095.85 
96.18 1.03 209.48 2.22 163.41 1.61 123.70 1.46 201. ~9 2.20 2 ,007.13 
311.48 3.34 312 .53 3.31 276.12 2.72 106.13 1.25 422.29 4.61 6,377,3q 
356.06 3.83 600.92 6.37 4:9,56 4.i3 3.~2 .16 /1.04 323.45 3.53 3,704,42 
133.24 1.43 8?.62 .o/1 63.25 .67 56.22 .67 190.30 2.08 1,823.64 
707.00 7.59 596.90 6.32 552.80 5.45 536.34 6.92 360.62 '.39 11,772.27 
~,315,36 100% 9,439.19 100% 10,149.07 100% q,474.63 100% 9,157.32 100% 123,493.66 
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